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This filal report iS a summary of NPRDC task number 31

on the Structural Strategy Diagnostic Profile Project, in

completion of a contract (No. 100123-76-C-0245, CW-024-31)

with the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

(NPRDC) in San Diego, California.

This report is not intended for practitioners. It

describes a pioneering effort to find better ways to struc.

ture (i.e., to sequence and syntnesize) instruction. Much

work remains to be done to validate the instructional model

and to field -test the instructional design procedures

developed in this project.

There are four sections in this summary report. Tile

first section describes the procedures that were used in the

project, ond it summarizes the nature of the products of the

project. The second section is an in-depth description of

the results of the project. The third section discusses Vie

applicability of the results to Navy training. And the

fourth section indicates some areas which we feel have the

most urgency for further investigation.
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SECTION 1

PROCEDURES AND PRODUCTS

This section describes the procedures that were used in

the Structural Strategy Diagnostic Profile Pre,ject, and it

summarizes the nature of the products of the project.

Procedures

There were two major phases to the project: a theory-

construction phase and an application phase. The theory-

construction phase entailed three distinct yet interrelated

autivities (see Figure 1): (1) the identif,cation of the

instructiona) variables (i.e., concepts) that are of

importance for sequencing, synthesizing, and summarizing

related parts of a subject matter; (2) tne postulation of

cause-and-effect relationships (i.e., principles) among

those.variables; and (3) the construction of a model, (i.e.,

theory) that proposes optimal configurations of instruc-

tional conditions and methods, based largely on those

principles.

Insert Figure 1 about here

These three activities or the theory-construction phase

were cybernetically related as is indicated by Figure 1.

Therefore, they did not comprise a purely linear sequence,

as is common in many procedures. . For instance, in identi-

.fying useful instructional variables, there are many ways in

4



Activity 1:
identify
Useful
Variables

Activity 2:
Postulate
Relationships
(Principles)

*Fp
Activity 3:
Construct
a Model

Figure 1. The three activities comprising the cybernetic, theory-construction phase of
the project.



which one can classify a given set of instructional pheno-

mena. One could classify methods of instruction according

to the kind of subject matter being ,caught (e.g., methods

for teaching mathematics, method3 for teaching reading),

according to the medium of instruction (e.g., lecturing

metLodu, tutoring methods), according to the nature of the

studenti (methods for early childhood, methods for "special"

children, methods for the disadvantaged), etc., etc. The

usefulness of the way in which we conceptualize or classify

instructional phenomena depends upon the stability,

magnitude, and inportance (meaningfulness) of the cause-

and-effect relationships that are found to exist among those

concept classes. Hence, the results of postulating prin-

ciples (activity 2 in Figure 1) lead to the acceptance,

rejection, or mOdi',1cation of the variable scheme developed

(activity 1 in Figure 1). In a similar way, the construc-

tion of an instructional model (activity 3) can lead to the

recognition of important principles and/or variables that

were overlooked.

The application phase, which was the second of the two

major phases of the project, entailed two distinct but again

related activities: (1) the application of the instruc-

tional model to the design of a course in a subject-matter

area, and (2) the developmentof procedures for implementing

the instructional model in the design of new instruction.

This phase was also a cybernetic process. It began with the
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theoretical development of procedures based upon logic.

Those procedures were then tried out on designing the

course, which leq. to modification and elaboration of the

procedures, which An turn were reapplied to the design of

the course, etc.

Products

There were four major products of the project: two for

each phase. The theory-construction 2aase resulted in the

production of (1) a description of an instructional model

(or alleory) for sequencing, synthesizing, and summarizing

related parts of a subject matter, and (2) a description and

classification (i.e. a taxonomy) of those concepts or

variables whir% are included in that model. An additional

but minor product of this phase was a list of postulated

principles which guided the construction of the model.

The application phase of the project resulted in the

production of (1) a set of procedures for designing

instruoPion, based on the instructional model, and (2) d

"blueprint" showirg the result or wing those procedures for

the redesign oV the Navy's Basic Electrinity and Electronics

course. An additional but minor product of this phase was a

comparison of this "blueprint" with the old structure of the

same course.

7
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SECTION 2

RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

This section of the final report presents the four

major products mentioned above: (1) a deseription and

classification of instructional concepts or vatiables that

are included im the instructional model, (2) a description

of the model for sequencing, synthesizing, and summarizing

related parts of a subject matter, (3) a set of procedvres

for designing instruction according to the model, and (4) a

"blueprint" of a course derived froT the use of those

procedures. The two minor products are also presented

herein: (1) a list of postulated principles which guided

the construction of the model and (2) a comparison or the

"blueprint" with the cad structure of the same course. This

section is comprised of slightly modified versions of the

three progress reports for this project. (Note: we say

three progress reports because the fourth report is a

revised version of the third report.)

SECTION 2, PART 1

'CONTEXT OF STRUCTURitL STRATEGIES

The following Is a general-level classification scheme

that we believe to be very valuable as a framework for con-

ceptualizing and investigating the effects of different

methods of instruction under different conditions.

..
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Because our goal ls to prescribe optimal methods of

instruction, our first Classification is the division Of the

world of instruction into three categories: conditions,

methods, and outcomes (see Figure 2).

CONDITIONS: Factors that (a) influence the outcomes of

one or more methods of instruction by interacting with

that or those methods and (b) cannot be manipulated by

5.`e instructor or textbook writer.

METHODS: Ways to achieve certain outconles under cer-

tain conditions. IT a "method" cannot be manipulated

in a given situation, it becomes a condition.

OUTCOMES: The various effects that can result from the

use of instructional methods and which provide a basis

for measuring the value of alterlative methods.

Insert Figure 2 about nere

Methods can be of three kinds: methods for organizing

instruction, methods tor delivering the instruction to the

learner, and methods for managing the inter-. tion of the

learner with the instruction (see Figure 3).

GEGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIES: Methods for deciding how' to

organize the material that has been selected for

instruction. "Organize" refers to such things as

choice of words, diagrams, format, ard student response



IINSTRUCTIONAL
CONDITIONS

4
JIIIIIII

INSTRUCTIONAL1
OUTCOMES

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS

For an Instructional researcher the condition i4r1alles and the method variables are independent
veriabies; end r..ir parameters may interact to produce fairly consistent effects on the outcome
variables, which are dependent variables.

For an instructional dsignor (e.g., professor or textbook writer) the desired outcomes end tilt(
conditions are Independent variables which may also interact; Ind their parameters are used to
prescribe good methods of instrwction which are th dependent vericbliss.

Figure 2. Three =tegories of instructional variables, and two sets of interrelationships
among those categories.



DELIVERY STRXTEGIES: Methods for conveying the content

of the instruction to _ae learner and/or for receiving

and responding to input from the learner. 2s1/21rx

systems are the agents which convey, receive, and/or

respond to the learr r.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES: Methods for arranging the

interaction between the learner and the other method

%ariablesthe oNlanizational 3nd delivery strategy

components.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Next, cnnditions may be grouped according tl hhich cnes

have the major influence on each of the three classes of

methods.

GOALS AND SUBJECT-MATTO' CHARACTERISTICS: Instruc-

tional goAls are 3tatements about what the results of

the instruction should be. Subject-matter character-

istics are aspects of all subject-matter areas which

provide a useful basis for prescribing structural

strategies.

CONSTRAINTS: Limitations

the choice of methods in

equipment, personnel, and

constraints in instruction

.11

nf resources that influence

one way or another. Time,

money are the most obvious



GOALS AND
SUBJECT-MATTER
CHARACTERISTICS

ORGANIZATIONAL 1
STRATEGIES
ProsintatIon

S trats1its
Stzuctural
Sonnies

CONSTRAINTS AND
SMIECT.MATTE
CHARACTERISTICS

LEARNER
OUTCOMES

DE LIVE RY
STRATEGIES

INSTRUCTICNAL
INSTITUTION
OUTCOMES

i.CH
STUDENT

. tRACTERISTICS

".....1..!.6

MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES

1

SPONSOR ING
INSTITUTION
OUTCOMES

.MMIPMENwoIMINsmor.M.M.T11..m. =MI

Figure 3. A model showing classes of instructional variablos and the major relationships
among them.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS: Qualities or aspects of an

individual atueent that interact with methods to

affect learning outcomes. Th.Le include ability,

motivation, self-concept, and handicaps.

Thirdly, instructional outcomes may be divided into

three categories: learrer outcomes, instructional

institution outcomes, and sponsoring ibstitution outcomes.

LEARNER OUTCOMES: All those outcome: which impact upon

the learner. They include the effectiveness, efficien-

cy, and appeal of the instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL INSTITUTION OUTCOMES: All those outcomes

which impact upon the institution providing the

instruotinn. .They include learner outcomes, monetary

costs, management demands, and appeal to personnel.

SPONSORING INSTITUTICh OUTCOMES: All those outcomes

which impact Upo.1 the institution that pays for the

instruction. They include learner outcomes, monetary

costs, and the appeal o'" ;to objectives attained to the

sponsor.

These general classes of instructional variables tend

to interact with each other in fairly consistent ways, as

indicated by the arrows in Figure 3. But those are by no

-means the only ways In which they Interact. For instance,

some student variables may nteract with some organizational

strategy variables.

13
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Within this broad framework of instructional variables,

we are'currently concerned only with those variables which

relate to grris.......lizatior--primarily thm variables

in the left-hand column in Figure 3. However, there are two

important kinds of organizational strategies: presentation

strategies and structural strategies.

PRESENTATION STRATEGIES: Organizational strategies

which are methods for organizing the instruction on a

single construct.

STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES: Organizational strategies which

are methods for organizing aspects of instruction that

;elate _to more than one construct (i.e., to struc-

tures).

For our present purposes, we are only interested in (1)

structural strategy variables and (2) in 'those condition

variables which interact with structural strategy variables.

The following section is a taxonomy of, the important

concepts and variables related to structural strategies.

A TAXONOMY OF VARIABLES RELATED TO

STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES

In order to talk in any detail about sequencing and

synthesizing subject-matter-content, a number of new con-

cepts relating to instruction and some unambiguous lmbels

for familiar concepts need to be introduced. The purpose of

this part of Section 2 is to introduce the basic set of

1 /1
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concepts and terminology that will be used throughout the

rest of this report in discussing content structure and its

related instructional strategies.

We ire interested in developing methods of instruction

that are highly effective under different conditions. But

the way we conceptualize and categorize those conditions and

methods can have a large impact on the stability and use-

fulness of the relationships that are identified between

those condltions and methods. Therefore, a matter of great

importance is the manner in which we define and classify all

the methods and conditions that we wish to investigate; and

the ultimate value of any classification scheme that we

adopt is determined by the stability, magnitude, and

importance (meaningfulness) of the 'cause-and-effect

relationships that are found to exist among those

categories.

There are two factors that can influence the stability

and magnitude of those cause-and-effect relationships: (1)

the preciseness of definition of the categories and (2) the

nature of the categories. The nature of the categdries is

determined by the way in which referents (objects, symbols,

and events) are classified. For instance, trees may be

classified according to their age (e.g., seedling, sapltng),

their kind of Deaf (e.g., pine, deciduous), or their genus

(e.g., oak, maple). The instructional world can also be

"sliced" in different ways. Practically all classification

15
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schemes improve our understanding of the objects, symbols,

or events being categorized, but some cf them will have high

predictive value, while others will have virtually no value

for predicting the outcomes of instruction.

With respect to the mciseness of definition, many

categories of methods that are frequently used in research

and theory construction are. not very useful because the

stability, of their cause-and-effect relationships is

jeopardized by the looseness or the high level of generality

of their definition. For instance, "lecture" vs. "discus-
,

sion group", "inductive" vs. "deductive". and "discovery"

vs. "reception" may often very more within each category

than between categories. In such cases, it is necessary to

break down these "methods" into their building blocks, and

to base one's research and theories on those more precise

and clearly-defined 212-Allsm_smanntala.

In this taxonomy of variables related to structural

strategies, we will first describe and categorize the

condition variables that we tel are likely to interact with

structural strategies. Then we will describe and categorize

the structural strategy variables as we currently concep-

tualize them.

Condition Variables

The two important classes of condition variables that

interact with the structural strategy variables are subject-

matter characteristics and instructional goals.

16
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SUBJECT-MATTER CHARACTERISTICS: Aspects of all

subject-matter areas which provide a useful basis for

prescribing structural strategies.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: General statements about what the

results of the instruction should be (Objectives are

far more detailed than goals.)

We shall discuss subject-matter characteristics first.

But in order to proceed with this taxonomy of conditions

related to structural strategies, we must first introduce

some prerequisite concepts. All subject matter has its

origins in referents. A REFERENT is en object, event, or

symbol which_exists in'our real or imagined environment.

ror convenience, referents are grouped together into

concepts. A CONCEPT is a set of referents which are srouped

together on the basis of one or more common characteristics,

which are referred to as "critical attributes". As

referents are the atomic particles of subject matter, so

concepts are the.elementl with which all subject matter is

constructed; and subjec\; matter does not exist except as we

create it from referents and concepts.

All subject-matter components can be conceptualized as

having three parts: a domain, an' operation, and a range

(Merrill, 1973; Merrill & Wood, 1975a, 1975b,'Reigeluth,

Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978; Scandura, 1968, 1970). A DOMAIN

is conrael_sinone or more referents of one or more

concepts, hereafter referred to as "domain concepts". A

17
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RANGE is also ^omprised of one or more referents of one or

more concepts, hereafter referred to as "range concepts".

And an OPERATION describes a particul'ar mappihs between a

domain and a range. An operation, when applied to instances

of the domnin concept(s), results in the selection of

corresponding instances of the range concept(s). (See

Figure 4). The overall construction (i.e., the domain,

operatton, and range taken together) is referred to as a

content construct. It will become apparent from the

examples provtded below that constructs are in effect made

up of other constructs, for domain and range concepts ire

themselves constructs, having their own domain, operation

and range.

Insert Figure 4 about here

However, in addition to comprising other constructs,

constructs may be grouped into a structure on the basis of a

single pervasive relation among those constructs (Reigeiuth,

Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978). This single pervasive relation

is similar to an operation except that (1) the range of one

corstruct serves as the domain of another construct and (2)

the pervasive relation serves as the operation for all

constructs in the structure. Examples of structures are

also provided below.

1
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0'

COMPONENTS OF SUBJECT MATTER

concept

concept

concept

DOMAIN

concept

CONSTRUCT

REFERENT !INSTANCE). A reorient (or Instance) is an object, event, or symbol which exists, or could
xist in our real or imagined environment.

gairiggff. A concept is a set of eammon characteristics (attributes) refeninced by a particular name or
label, that can be applied to a set of referents (Instances of that concspt).

seam= An operation is a function set or a sot of operators which specifies a particuler mapping
between a domain and a range.

pOMAIR. A domain Iii Set af referents upon which the operation OM or to which It is applied.

num, A range Is a set of referents which results from the application of on opelaticn to domain.

rel.N. A construct is a structure consisting of a domain, an operation, and a range.

Figure 4. The composition of a content construct

I 9
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Returning to our taxonomization for subject-matter

characteristics, the above-described conceptualization of

subject matter leads to its classification as constructs,

structures, and multi-structures.

CONSTRUCT: A single domain, operation, and range taken

as'a unit.

STRUCTURE: A "multiple-construct" in which the range

of one construct is the domain of another construct

having the same kind of operation. This single,

pervasive kind of operation is referred to as a

relation.

MULTI-STRUCTURE: A "multiple-structure" in which the

relations among two or more sti-uctures are shown.

The major kinds of constructs (which seem to have the

most utility for pr'escribing organizational strategies) are:

facts, concepts, subsets, principles, and steps of pro-

cedures. (See Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978, for a

more detailed description.) Figure 5 illustrates these five

kinds of constructs.

FACT: A one-to-one mapping between two referents (a

domain and a range), such as "Columbus discovered

America in 1492." A common type of fact is an

identity, t which one referent is equivalent to the

other.

20

S. ..1111
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CONCEPT: A class of referents (the range concept)

which are g;ocped on the basis of certain common

characteri-atics (the domain concepts). The operation

specifies either a union ("and") or an intersection

("or") relationship among the domain concepts to form

the range concept.

SUBSET: A set of concepts which are parts or kinds of

a single (superordlnate) cuncept. The operation

specifies that referents of the subordinate concepts

(the domain concepts) are either parts or kinds of the

referents of the superordinate concept (the range

concept).

PRINCIPLE: The operation specifies a cause-and-effect

relationship among several event concepts. The event

concept that is the cause is the domain concept, and

the effect is the range. There may be more than one

concept on the cause and/or the effect side.

STEP: The specification of specific actions to take in

order execute some clearly defined behavior or

achieve some clearly defined objective. The domain

concepts are event concepts which represent the actions

to be taken; the range concept is the objective; and

the operation is the order in which the actions should

.be taken.
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Insert Figure 5 about here
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The major kinds of structures which seem to have the

most relevance tor organizational strategies are: lists,

learning structures, *conceptual structures, theoretical

structures (or models), and procedural structures. (See

Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978, for a more detailed

description.)

LIST: A structure showing a linear (order) relatior

among its constructs. The nature of the linear

relation may vary--for instance, countries may be

listed in order of population area, agricultural

production, birth rate, or an almost iuftnite number of

other characteristics. See Figure 6 for an ex2mp1e.

Insert Figure 6 about here

LEARN/NC STRUCTURE: A structure showing Aearning-

prerequisite relations among its constructs (i.e., it
shows the critical components of principles--which are

concepts--it shows the critical components or

attributes of those concepts--which are also usually

concepts--and so on.) These are often referred to as

learning .hierarchies, but other kinds of structures

(e.g., parts-type ta. inomic structures and

rrocedural-prerequisite structures) are often confused

22
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CONSTRUCT

F st
The symbol shown Is
anal to reprnant
a vacuum tube on

schematic diagram
of an electronic circuit.

11113111.

Parallel circuits,
series circuits.
and combination
circuits are throe
kinds of circuits.

Concept

A circuit is at
resonance when
reactive capaci-
tance and reactive
inductance are
present in squat
amounts (in
seris RLC circuit).

Step

To "zero" the
ohmmeter:
1. Turn range selec-
tor to desired setting.
2. Touch probe, together.
3. Adjust ohms control
until a zero reading is
achieved,

Prin_z_e_i

An increase in fre-
quency in a AC circuit
produces a decrease in
*tall current and an'
increase in total
impedance.

DOMAIN OPERATION RANGE

Series
Circuits

Psrallei
Circuits

Combination
Circuits

Reactive
Capacitance

Reactive
Inductance

INCLUSION
"mare three
kinds of..."

NTERSECTIO
both ere

present Us
usi amounts"

Ths circuit
is at

resonance

Figure 5. An example of each of the five kinds of constructs.

23
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Important terms In electronics.

AMPERAGE

CAPACITANCE

CURRENT

FREOUENCY

IMPEDANCE

INDUCTION

POWER

REACTANCE

RESISTANCE

Key: the items in the list are arranged in alphabetical order.

Figure B. An example of a list structure.

2 i
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with learning hierarchies. Sec Figure 7 tor an

example.

Insert Figure 7 about here

CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE: A structure showing

superordinate/;:oordinate/subordinate relations amorg

construets. There are three important typ:Is of

conceptual structures: parts taxonomies, which show

constructs that are components of a given construct,

kinds taxonomies, which show constructs (usually

concepts) that are varieties Of a given construct, and

matrices (or tables), which are combinations of two or

more taxonomies. See Figures 8, 9, and 10 for examples

of these three kinds of .conceptual structures.

Insert Figures 8, 7, and 10 about here

THEORETICAL STRUCTURE: A structure showing change

relations among constructs. The most common kind of

theoretical structure, cr model, is that which shows

,empirical relations (see Figure 11). Another important

kind is one which shows logical relations (see Figure

12). Klausmeler (1977) identified three kinds of
w0.

empirical relations: cause and effect, correlation,

and probability. He also labeled logical relatie%s as

27
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IINDUCTOR 1

CORE COIL

WIRE INSULZEI

:ey: The line bemire!) two boxes on different levels means that the lower box la a part of tha higher box.

I - relation fall lines represent the same rviatIon in astructPrq

construct

NOTE: is elso a constrp. 4, In
which case 10.: relation
becomes an operation.

Figure 8. An example of a parts-taxonomic structure.

7 6
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NONCONDUCTORS

i I

RUBBER 1 I. IMC.ELAINI

Key: The line between two boxes on different levels means
that the lower b x is a kind of the higher box.

Figure 9. An example of a kinds.:axonomic structure.

,
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MOOED

CAWS TAXONOMY

I.ICT NON
MAME NT

La"....11A

HIGH-PRICED

MEDIUM-PRICED

LOW-PRICED

TAPE TELEVISIONI
RECORDERS SETS

STEREO
SYSTEMS

TOSHIBA

SONY

CURTIS
MATHUS

SONY

,

TOSHIBA

OLAF FSON

PIONEER

PANASONIC

I

QUASAR

HITACHI

YAMAHA

KENWOOD

JULIETTE

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

FLEETWOOD

LLOYDS

I ,

SOUNDESIGN

JULIETTE

I

Key: Each box °enduing' Instances of both Its row beading end its column Murano.

Figure 10. An example of a kinds-by-kinds matrix structure (or table). The parts of the
two kinds taxonomies from which the matrix was constnIcted are shown at the

top.

280
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axiomatic. One of the major tasks of any ditipline is

to discover or create logical structures which are

isomorphic with empirical structures.

InsertFigures 11 and 12 about h,!re

PROCEDURAL STRUCTURE: A structure showine procedural

relations among constructs. There are also two

important kinds of procedural structures: those which

show procedural-prerequisite relations, which specify

the order(s) for performing the steps of a single

procedure, and those which show procedural-decision

relations, which describe the factors necessary for

deciding which alternative procedure or sub-procedure

to use in a given situation. See Figures 13 and 14 for

examples.

Insert Figures 13 end 14 about here

m0.110-........ 411..WW,

There 13 another valuable way in which content

structures can be classified. They may be orientation

structures or supporting structures (see Figure 15).

ORIENTATION STRUCTURE: A structure which is highly

inclusive In that it subsumes all or most of the

subject matter to be taught. It ma be conceptual,

procedural, or theoretical.

fi



INCREASE IN
TOTAL POWER.

INCREASE IN
FREQUENCY.

DECREASE IN
REACTIVE
CAPACITI,NCE.

DECREASE IN
TOTAL
IMPEDANCE.

DECREASE IN
REACTIVE POWER.

:NCREASE IN
POWER FACTOR.

INCREASE IN
TOTAL CURRENT.

INCREASE IN
APPLIED POWER.

INCREASE IN
ELECTROMOTIVE
FORCE ACROSS
THE RESISTANCE.

KEY: THE ARROW BETWEEN TWO BOXES MEANS THAT THE CHANGE IN ONE BOX
CAUSES THE CHANGE IN THE OTHER BOX TO OCCUR.

Figure 11. An example of op empirical-theoretical stricture.
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KEY: THE MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS SHOW THE LOGICALTHEORETICAL
RELATIONS BETWEEN RESISTANCE In ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE (E)
AND CURRENT (I) IN A SIMPLE SERIE:: DC CIRCIIIT. EMPIRICALLY
DETERMINED VALUES MAY VARY SLIGHTLY r 1na THE LOGICAL.

Figs's" 12. An example of a logical-theoretical structure.
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A. . .

Read resistance on
the top Miner Wile.

*
IPlace test probes on
Ithe points between
which you wish to
MINISSUIlk

Maio. certain there is
no yokel,s present at
the points vats are
going to nwasure.

iinur

Separate the laads.

Turn the "zero
ohms" control
until a zero read-
ing is achieved.

Touch metsi tips of
probes t 'pother.

411=1101

rIMIMOIMILMIM MNJ
Connect
test lud
the ""

[1101NIMMMIIMIMIM!MM=10.

Turn range
selector
to 14 x 1.

Set function
switch at
"+ DC".

black
to
jack.

Connect red
test lead to
the "+" jack.

Key: The arrow between two boxes on different levels means that the lower box must be prformed
before the higher box can be performed. Boxes on the same level can be performed in any order.

Figure 13. An example of a procedural.prerequisite structure.



Series saris,. Combinations

1. Use procedure A

2. Use procedure B

3. Use procedure CI.
Key: lach diamond represents a decision point in the selectionof the appropriate procedure far

mowing an west of electricity in a circuit.

Figure 14. An example of a procedural-decision structure.
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SUPPORTING STRUCTURE: A structure which is much less

inclusive than an orientottion structure and is nested

either within an orientztion structure or within a more

inclusive supporting structure. It provides knowledge

which supports an understanding of the structure within

which it is nested.

Insert Figure 15.about here

In reality, the difference between constructs and

structures is not clear-cut; it is more like a continuum

with a fuzzy boundary between the two sides. In addition,

the "push-down principle" (see Merrill, 1971; Reigeluth,

Merrill and Bunderson, 1978) can move the boundary along the

continuum.(toward the construct side) as the learner deepens

his understanding. Nevertheless, given its variation with

the learner's level of knowledge, the diainction tetween

constructs and structures is a useful one for prescribing

different types of organizational strategies.

There are at least two kinds of multi-structures that

are important for specifying structural strategies: nested

and parallel.

NESTED MULTI-STRUCTURE: A multi-structure comprisci of

struct9re5 which have a construct in commen. For

example, imagine a theoretical structure in _a hori-

zontal plane. Each construct in that theoretical

3 f
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Figure 15. Pert of a nested multi-structure showing two learning prerequisite structures as
supporting struct es for a theoretical orientation structure.
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structure could be the top box in a different learning

structure. 5,16 Figure 15 for an example.

PARALLEL MULTI-STRUCTURE: A multi-structure consisting

of two or more structures which have no concepts in

common, but which have consistent relations between

their respective concepts. For example, imagine a

theoretical structure and a procedural structure in

parallel planes. ::!ach step in the procedural structure

is related to (and in fact was probably derived from) a

cOresponding principle in the theoretical structure.

See Figure 16 foi an example.

Insert Figure 16 about here

Figure 17 summarizes and synthesizes the conditions

which are classificd as subject matter characteristics. The

other important class of conditions relating to organiza-

tional strategies is instructional goals. Goals and

objectives lie on a continuum from very general to very

detailed'. For our purposes, we are not interested In

detailed goals, although Merrill's task/content

classifications (Merrill, Richards, Schmidt, & Wood, 1977;

Merrill and Wood, 1974, 1975b) provide useful categories of

such objectives for presentation strategies.

38



Logical-Theontical
Stnrcture

Procedurel-Prersquisite
Structure

Where E w Electromotive force

I w CISME!

R Resistance

Figure 16. An example of a parallel multi-structure.
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V. believe that there are two kinds of general goals

that have particular value for prescribing structural

strategies: orientation goals and supporting goals.

ORIENTATION GOALS: The major emphasis of the instruc-

tion, with respect to how the student will use the

subject-matter content.

SUPPORTING GOAL: A specification of subject-matter

content and student behaviors that will enable or

faciliate the achis.vement of the orientation goals.

The parallel between structures and goals continues

even further because we propose that it is useful to

claNsify all orientation goals 83 conceptual, procedural,

and theoretical.

CONCEPTUAL ORIENTATION GOAL: The major emphasis of the

instruction is for the student to gain a firm

unJerstanding (a) of the important concepts in a

subject matter and (b) of the important taxonomic

relations among those contepts. This i. in essenne a

"general education" approach.

PROCEDURAL ORIENTATION GOAL: The majo- emphasis of the

instruction is for the student to learn to perform a

procedure or a set of procedures.

38



CONDITIONS

SUBJECT-MATTER
CHARACTERISTICS

Conmucts

Facts
Comm
Subsets
Prindplee
Steps

Llati
Laming structures
Conceptual WORN
Theoretical structures
Prooedursi suuetures

.1.1.mo

Orientation structures
Supporting structures

Multi-Structures

Nested
Pefenei

INSTRUCTIONAL GOAU

Orientation Goals

Conceptual
Procedural
Theoretical

Su000rtine Goals

Enabling
Contextual
Procedural
Explanatory

Figure 17. A summary of the ciauifications of the condition variables that influence the
use of structure! strategies.
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THEORETICAL DRIENTATIO0OAL: The major emphasis of the

instruction is for the student to understand the

important change relations in a subject matter. This

type of orientation goal may also be performance-

orientqd, but the performance entails broad transfer to

unfamiliar situations that only a fundamental under-

standing of underlying processes would be adequate to

cope with.

Supporting goals, which are less general than orien-

tation goals, may be classified as enabling, contextual,

procedural, and explanatory.

ENABLING SUPPORTING GOAL: i supporting goal which

indicates what a student must know (or be able to do)

in order to learn (or be able to do) a part of the goal

which it supports. An enabling goal identifies

learning prerequisites.

CONTEXTUAL SUPPORTING GOAL: A supporting goal which

requires ahowihg the context of a part of the goal

which it supports. This context is in relation to

subject-matter content which ls super/cohlubordinate to 0

it.

PROCEDURAL SUPPORTING GCAL: A supporting goal which

requires showing a standard procedure related to the

goal which it supports. Landa's (1974)

identificational and transformational algorithms

usually satisfy this kind of supporting goal.

40
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EXPLANATORY SUPPORTING GOAL: A supporting goal which

requires showing the underlying processes upon which

the procedural goal it supports is based.

Figure 17 summarizes all the condition variables that

influence the use fa structural strategies.

Method Variables

With respect to method variables, we mentioned abo;te

that we are only interested in structural strategies, a

subset of organizational strategies. Structural strategies

may be classified as "the four S's": selection, sequencing,

synthesizing, and summarizing.

SELECTION STRATEGIES: Methods for deciding what parts

of a subject matter to teLzh.

SEQUENCING STRATEGIES: Methods for arranging the order

in which the cons'..ucts and relations selected will be

presented to the student.

SYNTHESIZING ST1ATEGIES: Methods for teaching

subject-matter stPuctures (i.e., for teaching the

relations among constructs).

SUMMARIZIRG STRATEGIES: Methods for previewing or

reviewing the constructs and relations selected.

It would be possible to continue to brealpown each of

these kinds of structural strategies into components. For

instance, synthesizing strategies can be broken down into

such components as: (1) frequency of synthesizers (how

41
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often they appear in instruction of a given length), (2)

timing of each rynthesiler (exactly when it is presented
7

during, the instruction), (3) lcvyl of eac synthesizer

(which is Jn n continuum from very general or simple to very

deteiled or complex), (4) .o-'-aiveness of a synthesizer

(the amount of material that ia synthesized, with respect to

both depth and .14readth of material), (5) type of synthesizer

(whicn is basically the type of relation shown, i.e., parts

taxohbmic, procedural prerequisite, etc.), (6) form of the

synthesizer (which could be either literal or analogous;,

and .(7) representation of the synthesizer (which could be

prose, graphic, or diagramatic). Hcwever, for our present'

f5 purposes, we feel that such a detailed analysis of atrategy

components must wait for a.more extensive research effort.

There are two other ways of classifying all structural

strategies. One IS to classify them aS either systematic

or unsystemLtic.

SYSTEMATIC STRUCTIL STRATEGIES: Structural

strategies that are generated systematic/My from

principles or 2 theory.

UNSYSTEMATIC STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES: Structural

strategies that are not generated systematically from

principles or 8 theory, such as structural strategies

that are intuitively generated.

The other i3 to classify all structural strategies as

either macro-level or micro-level.

42
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MACRO=LEVEL STRATEGIES: Strategies for structuring the

major sections of a course. For instance, they would

include strategies for selecting, sequencing, synthe-

sizing, and summarizing the units of a textbook.

MICRO-LEVEL STRATEGIES: Strategies for structuring the

parts of the major sections of a course. For instance,

they would include strategies for selecting,

sequencing, synthesizing, and sutimarizing the sections

of each chapter of a textbook.

Rather than beicg dichotomous, macro-level and

micro-level strategies lie on a continuum.

AS far Os the systematic/unsystematic distinction is

concerned, we are only interested in systematic strategies.

Systematic strategies can in turn be built up into different

strategy models (complete sets of strategy components) based

on each of the different kinds of orientation structures.

Such models will be described tn some detail in the next

part of Section 2.

There are iwo more concept:, which we would like to

*desoribe: epiLome and elaboration.

EPITOME: A synthesizer whlch epitomizes the

subject-matter *ontent to be taught it a course. It

portrays only the most important parts of the content

and the most Imports:It irterrcelationships among those

parts. For examplq, for 6 procedural orientation goal,

the epitome woull be a very general-level prooedure
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that subsumes all of the alternative sub-procedures

which the student needs to learn (see Figure 18).

Insert Figure 18 about here

ELABORATION: A portion of instruction which provides

more detailed or complex in'!ormation about a part of

the content to be taught. A first-level elaboration

elaborates on an epitome; a second-level elaboration

laborates on a first-level elaboration; and 30 on.

Figure 19 summarizes these classifications of

structural strategy variables.

Insert Figure 19 aoout here

SUMMARY OF THIS PART

First, the context of structural strategies was

described by means of a "literal framework for concep-

tualizing and studying the effects of different methods

under di:ferent conditions. This general-level classifi-

cation schema divided the world of instruction into

conditions, methods, and outcomes. Methods were classified

as organizationalldelivery, and management; conditions were

classified as goals and subject-matter characteristics,

constraints, and student characteristics; and outcomes were

classified as learner, instructional institution, and



LREPLACE DEFECTIVE
COMPONENTS

4.1.11EXAMINE BRANCIaS
HAVING AN INFINITY
RESISTANCE VALUE

REMOVE ALL CONDUCTORS
INTERFERING WITH NORMAL
CIRCUITS

EXAMINE BRANCHES HAVING
A WENORMAL REM! rANCE
VALUE

MEASURE RESISTANCE VALUES
IN EACH BRANCH OF THE CIRCUIT

LDE-ENERGIZE CUIT

Figure 18. A procedural epitome for a course In electronics troubleshooting.
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METHODS

Sygtematie

Sequencing
Unsystematic

Synthesizing
Epitome

Summarizing
Elaboration

Maero-Lesel

Micro-Level

Figure 19. A summary of the classifications of tho method variables that relati to

structural strategies.
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sponsoring inst'Aution o comes.. Organization methods were
A

also classified as presentation strategies and structural

strategies. It W83 stated that we are only interested in

structural strategies and the conditions (goals and

subject-matter characteristics) which relate to them.

second, the importance of clearly defining and clas-

sifying instructional variables and corcepts W83 emphasized.

It WO3 indicated that the nature of the classifications and

the preciseness of their definition will have a large impact

on progress in developing better methods for sequencing and

synthesizing instruction. An important requireciLnt tar

such progress is to break down methods of instruction into

their buildihg blocks, and to base one's research and

theories on those more precise and clearly-defined strategy

components.

Finally, the variables relating to structural stra-

tegies were der.r.ed and classified. They are summarized in

Figure 20.

:nsert Figure 20 about here

In Ole next part of Section 2, we will use these

concepts and variables to develop, and to creatt prescrip-

tions for the use of, whole models for structuring instruc-

tion (i.e., integrated sets of structural strategy

variables).

4 7
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cotamems

METHODS

SUBJECT-MATTER
CHARACTERISTICS

221122201

Pacts
Concepts
Subsets
Principles
Step

StructureeVI
Lists
Warning structures
ConceptualstrUcturN
Theoretical structures
Procedural structures

0111.1

Orientation structures

Supporting structures

Multi-Soucturo

Parallel
Nested

INSTRUCTIONAL
GOALS

Orientation Goats

Conceptual
Procedure!
Theoretic&

Supporting Goals

Enabling
Contextual
Procedural
Explanatory

Selection

Sequencing

Synthesizing

Synemetlo

Unsystematic

Epitome

Elaboration

Mem- Lava

Micro4Avel

Figure 20. A summary r3f the classifications
of variables that relate tz ;;Luctutal strategies.
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SECTION 2, PART 2

THE ELABORATION MODEL OF INSTRUCTION

This part of Section 2 describes the elaboration model

for sequencing am synthesizing instruction. All of the

concepts whose interrelationships are described by the model

se defined in the previous part of this section.

Modelrs show how things work. One can conceptualize

models as being of two kinds: those which describe natural

2hen0meng, which are invariant, and those which describe

ways to achieve some end, which are goaloriented and

therefore vary as goals vary. This distinction parallels

the difference between descriptive sciences, such as the

science of learning, and prescriptive sciences, such althe

science of instruction (Reigeluth, Bundersor, & Merrill,

1978; Simon, 1969). The elaboration model of instruction is

prescriptiveit describes ways to achieve given ends.

There are two aspects of the ends of instruction. One

aspect is the nature of the general goals of a course of

instruction. In the previous seotiori we classified them as

effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal. These ends are

fairly uniform for all instructionthat is, one wants the

students to enjoy the instruction (appeal), one wants to

achieve a given level of learning with a minimum of student

tame and monetary expenditure (efficiency), and one wants

the instruction to be effective. Since these goals do not

4 r
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vary much from course to course, the model is fairly

constant with respect to them.

The other aspect of the ends of instruction is the

nature of the particular goals of a given course of

instruction. In the previous section we classified them as

conceptual, procedural, and theoretical. Since these goals

v%ry from course to course, the model must vary with each of

these goals. :n this report we will describe the aspects of

the model which do not vary from course to course. Then we

will describe aspects which 4o vary from course to course.

Principle!

First, however, since all models portray a conglomerate

of principles, it may be helpful if we describe some general

principles of instruction upon which the elaboration model

is based. These hypothesized principles are likely to be

valid only for teaching a fairly large number of

interrelated constructs. For a small number of constructs,

sequencing and synthesizing strategies probably do no:: make

much difference. Ineffect, the following seven hypothe-

sized principles are parts of a more general "elaboration

principle"; and each of these seven could in turn be broken

down into more specific Tartsmore detailed principles.

1) Initial synthesis principle. A general

.synthesizer--which shows the major parts of the subject

matter and the major,relationships among those partsr-should

be presented at the very beginning of the instruction.

60
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("Should" means that doing so will result in the instruction

being more effective, efficient, and appealing.)

2) . Gradual elaboration principle. The parts of the

initial synthesizer should be gradually elaborated so that

the sequence of the instruction proceeds from general to

detailed or from simple to complex.

3) "Most important first" principle. Whatever one

judges to be the most important part of an epitome should be

elaborated first. Importance it estimated by a subject-

matter expert on the basis of such factors aa contribution

to understanding the whole orientation structure, frequency

of use in the real world, or the seriousness of the

consequences of inadequate use in the real world. The

rationale for this principle is that the sooner a part of an

epitome is elaborated the better it will be learned, because

the learner will gain more practice in doing and integrating

that part ty the end of the instruction.

4) Optimal size principle. Each elaboration should

be short enough that its constructs can be recognized

comfortably by the student and synthesized comtortably by

the instruction, yet long enough that it provides a good

amount of depth and breadth of elaboration. This optimal

size is related to the limits of short-term memory; but it

is also likely that it is influenced by cognitive processing

abilities (which are probably a function of mental maturity)

6
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and by certain subject-matter characteristics (such as the

novelty of the items and the type of relation being

synthesized).

5) Periodic synthesis principle. A synthesizer

should be provided after each elaboration in order to teach

the relations among the more detailed constructs that were

just taught and to show the context of the elaboration

within the epitome. The detail' or complexity of the

relations taught should correspond with the detail or

complexity of the constructs taught in the elaboration.

6) Type of synthesizer principle. The following

types of synthesizers should be used under the indicated

conditions: a co' zeptual structure (taxonomic or matrix)

for conceptual orientation goals, a theoretical structure

for theoretical orientation goals, and procedural

strueture for procedural orientation goals.

7) Periodic summary_principle. A summarizer (e.g., a

concise generality for each construct) should be provided

before each synthesizer and before each expanded epitome.

This will facilitate synthesis.

L9 Analog

In order to understand the nature of the e.boration

model of instruction, an analogy'may be helpful. Taking a

look at subject matter "through" the elaboration model is

similar in many respects to looking et a picture through a

.zoom lens. A parson usually starts with a wide-angle view,

6 2
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which shows the major parts of Cut picture and the major

relationships among those parts (e.g., the compo3it1on or

balance of the picture).

The person then zooms in on a part of the Ficture. He

could be forced to zoom in on a certain part, or he could be

given the option of zooming in on whatever part interests .

him the most. Assume that, instead of being continuous, the

zoom operates in steps or discrete levels. Zooming in one

level on a. given part of the picture allows the person to

see the major subparts of that part and the major

relationships among those subparts.

At this point several options are available. The

person could pen across at the same level of detail to

another part of the picture. Or he could continue to zoom

in another level for more detail or complexity on one of the

subparts. Or he could zoom back out to the wide-angle view

to review the context of that part within the whole picture.

Again, the person .could be forced to follow a certain

pattern, he could be given the option of following any of a

limited number of types of patterns, or he could be given

total freedom to follow any pattern he chooses.

After viewing a set of details on a part of the picture

(i.e., subparts directly below a given part), the parson

should zoom back out to revisit the part In order to

synthesize that detall--thst is, to see with greater detail

end undcestanding, the relationships among those subparts.
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It is-also important that the viewer proceed -from the top

down. In other words, no subpart should be inspected before

it has been seen from the next-higher level.

In a similar way% the elaboration model of instruction

starts the student with a very broad, general %;.ew of the

subject matter to be taught. Then it gradually divides that

subjeot matter Into parts, elaborates on ach of those

parts, divides those parts into subparts, elaborates on each

of those subparts, and so on until knowledge has reached the

desired level of detail and complexity.

This general-to-detailed organization allows the

learner to learn at the leyel of detail that is most

meaningful (AuSubel, 1968) to him at any given state in the

development of his.knowledge. The learner is always aware

of the context and importance of the different constructs he

is learning and of the important relationships among the

constructs that he :MS learned. And the learner never has

to struggle through a series of learning prerequisites that

1-It must be remembered that tbe zoom-lens analogy is

just an analogy and therefore that it has non-analogobs

aspects. One such dissimilarity is that all the detail of

the picture is alt4ally preent in the wide-angla, view,

whereaz the detail Is not there et all in the epitome.

Also, detail is added in discrete steps in the elaboration

model. t
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are on too deep a level of detail to be interesting or

meaningful at the 1n1.ttal stages of inatruction. As he

works his way to deeper levels of detail, increasingly

complex prerequisites will need to be introduced. But if

they are only introduced at the level of detail at which

they are necessary, then the learner will want to learn

those prerequisites becauae he will understand their impor-

tance for learning at the level of detail that now interests

him.

Unfortunately, up to now ttte zoom lens has hardly been

used at all in instruction. Most instructional sequences

begin with the "lens" zoomed all the way in at one corner of

the "picture" and proceedwith the "lens" locked on that

level of detail--to systematic:Aly cover the entire scene.

This has had unfertunate consequences both for synthesis and

for motivation.

The lack.or utilization of a zoom lens in instruction,

irt spite of the important pioneering work of Ausubel over

two decades ago, may be due primarily to Ausubel's emphasis

on the olence of learning. Our present efforts are an

attempt to develop the counterpart of those ideas in the

science of instruction. The following is a description of

some details of the elaboration model of instruction.
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THE ELABORATION MODEL

Keeping in mind the foregoing analogy of the zoom lcns,

th4 following is a general deaoription of the elaboration

model of instruction (see Figure 21). The technical terms

used herein are defined In the previous section.

Insert Figure 21 about here

MP OW WO MO

1) The instruction begins filth an epitome, which

provides a general overview of the major aspects of the

orientation st...sucture.

2) The instruction provides a primary-level elab-"

oration on each part of the epitome, beginning with the

"most important" part. Importance is estimated by a

subject-matter expert on the basis of such factors as

contribution to understanding the whole orientation

structure, frequency of subsequent use, or seriousness of

consequences of a mistake. Each primary-level elaboration

adds detail or complexity to the general understanding of

each part of the epi:ome.

3) At the end of each primary-level elaborations the

instruction provides a summarizer followed by an expanded

epitome. The r,,marizer gives a concine generality of each

construct that was taught in the elaboration, and the

expanded epitome shows (a) the important relationships among

be
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Five
primary-level
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elaborations on

one of the
primary-level
elaborations

Figure 21. Th major conceptual relationships among the parts
of the elaboration model of instruction
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the subparts comprising the elaboration and (b) the context

of the elaborated part within the epitome.

4) After all of the primary-level elaborations/

expanded.epitomes (se Figure 22), the instruction provides

missoliumitIllitilklutim, which usually elaborate on

each primary-level elaboration rather than on the epitome

--if such is necessary to bring the student to the depth of

understanding sPecified by tEe objectives of the

instruction. Sometimes, however, the secondary-level

elaborations elaborate on a different dimension of the

orientation structure (see next part of this section).

Insert Figure 22 about here

5) At the end o each secondary-level elaboration,

the instruction provides a summarizer and an expanded

epitome, similar to those at the end of each primary-level

elaboration.

6) After all of the secondary-level elaborations that

are needed have been presented and shown in expanded

epitomes, then the pattern is repeated tor tertiary-level

elaborations, fourth-level elaborations, eta., if such are

needed to bring the student to the depth of unde.stinding

specified by the objectives of the instruction.

r.



EPITOME

PRIMARY-LEVEL
EUMORATIONS

SECONDARY-LEVEL
ELABORATIONS

LOWER-LEveL
ELAdORATIONS

111 EPITOME

(2) A PRIMAR bg-LEVEL
ELABORATION

SUMMARIZER AND
(3) EXPANOED EPITOME ON

THAT ELASO ATION

(2) ANOTHER PRIMARY-
LEVEL ELABORATION

SUMMARIZER AND
(3) EXPANDED EPITOME ON

THAT ELABORATION

ETC.

141 A SECONDARY-LEVEL
ELABORATION

SUMMARIZER AND
(5) EXPANDED EPITOME ON

THAT ELABORATION

(41) ANOTHER SECONDARY-
LEVEL ELABORATION

ETC.

SUMMARIZER AND
(0 EXPANDED EPITOME ON

THAT ELABORATION

[III SO ON FOR TERTIARY AND FOURTH-
LEVEL ELABORATIONS, IF NEEDED

(7) TERMINAL SUMMARIZIR
AND TERMINAL EPITOME

Figure 22. An epitome of the elaboration model uf instruction
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7) At the very end of the instruction, a terminal

enitome is presented to synthesize the itire domain of the

subject matter.

'VARIATIONS OF THE MODEL

There are many possible variations of this model. In

reference to the zoom lens analogy, the instruction could

zoom in on just one primary-level elaboration before zooming

in on its secondary-level elaborations, rather than zooming

in on all primary-level elaborations before zooming in on

any secondary-level elaborations. Or the learner could be

given control over the sequencing of elaborations. However,

we hypothesize that the most cost-effective variation is the

one that Was just described in some detail and was

illustrated in Figure 22.

Assuming that the most cost-effective variation were

known, it is likely that the above-described aspects of the

model would not vary from course to course--that is, the

instructional components described would always all be

present and in the same order. However, there are two ways

in which this modol may Systematically vary from one kind of

course to another.

First, the nature of the major strategy components

described varies with the type of orientation goal.

Although their presence and their order would probably not

change, the epitome, the elaborations, and the synthesizers

ell vary considerably depending upon whether the orientation
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goals are conceptual, procedural, or theoretical. Below is a

description of those variations and when each should be used.

The second way in which this model may vary flan one course to

another is that the apito!ins, elaborations, and synthesizers are

usually based on a number of interrelated structes (i.e., a multi-

structure) rather than on a single orientation structure. These

variations are also briefly described below.

Epitczne

The nature of the epitome and the procedures for creating it are

different for each type of orientation goal: conceptual, procedural,

or theoretical. The procedure for creating the epitome will be

described in sate detail in the next section of this report. The

following is a description of the nature of the epitome for each type

of orientation goal.

Conceptual. Lae all epitanes, a conceptual epitare has two major

parts: a synthesizer and the instruction necessary to understand that

synthesizer. The synthesizer in this case is a conceptual structure

(either a taxonomy or a matrix), but this synthesizer Trust be a very

simple or general version of the concepttiP1 orientation structure, and

it nust subsum the majority of the subject matter that is to be taught.

It should contain the maxinun mot= of material that a student can

learn canfortably in one lesson (e.g., in a one-hour

CoA
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sitting). Such a conceptual synthesizer is shown in Figure

23.

Insert Figure 23 about here

The instruction necessalhy for the student to understand

the epitome's synthesizer will include generalities,

instances, and practice on each concept and a clear

description of the relations portrayed in the synthesiar.

The instances andpractice do not have be abstract, in

fact, they should be concrete, real-life cases. But they

should be chosen or generated 30 as to be simple enough for

the student to learn at the initial stages of the

instruction. In order to teach each concept in the

synthesizer, it may be necessary to identify its learning

prerequisites, and to Include them in the instruction if

they cannot be assumed as entering knowledge of the

students.

Procedural. A procedural epitome is also comprised of

synthesizer and the instruction necessary to understand

that synthesizer. The major difference is that in this case

v-- the synthesizer is a procedural . structure (eithc-

procedural-prerequisite or procedural-decision). Again it

must be a very simple or general version of the complete

procedural structure which represents the majority of the

8
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subject matter that is to be taught. Such a simplified

procedural synthesizer is shown in Figure 24.

Insert Figure 24 about here

The instruction necessary for understanding the

epitome's synthesizer will include generality-

instance-practice instruction on each step (construct) and a

clear description of the relation portrayed in the

synthesizer. The instances and practice should be real-life

cases that are chosen or generated SO 83 to be possible for

the student to learn at the initial stages of the

instruction. For example, in reference to Figure 24, the

circuit may be an extremely simple one having only one

branch and no infinity resistance value (just a subnormal

resistance value). 'If cny steps involve concept

clasjification, those concepts may need to be taught; and

their learning prerequisites may also need to be identified

and included in the instruction (if they cannot be assumed

83 entering knowledge of the students).

Theoretical. A theoretical epitome iS also comprised

of a synthesizer and of the instruction necessary to

understand it. In this case the synthesizer is a

theoreticei structure (either empirical or logical). Again

it must be a very simple or general version of the complete

theoretical structure which represents the majority of the



REPLACE DEFECTIVE
COMPONENTS

EXAMINE BRANCHES
HAVING AN INFINITY
RESISTANCE VALUE

REMOVE ALL CONDUCTORS
INTERFERING WITH NORMAL
CIRCUITS

EXAMINE BRANCHES HAVING
A SUBNORMAL RESISTANCE
VALUE

MEASURE RESISTANCE VALUES
IN EACH BRANCH OF THE CIRCUIT

DE-ENERGIZE CIRCUIT

KEY: The arrow between two boxes on different !eves
means that the lower box must be performed
before the higher box eon be performed. Boxes
on the same level can be performed In any order.

Figure 24. A simple version of a procedural structure that could be used u the synthesizer
In procedural epitome for a course on electronics troubleshooting
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subject matter to be taughi. Such a simplified theoretical

synthesizer is shown in Figure 25.

Insert Figure 25 about here

The instruction necessary for understanding the

epitome's synthesizer will include generalities, instances,

and practice on each construct and a clear description of

the theoretical relations in that synthesizer. Again, the

inatanoes and practice should be real-life cases that are on

a simplified level. (For example, in reference to Figure

25, the student should be shown actual instances of the

effects on E and I of a given change In R.) The theoretical

structure is comprised primarily of concepts, and therefore

their learning prerequisites may also need to be identified

and incluled in the instruction.

Expanded epitomes. The expanded epitomes are basically

the same as the epitome, except that their synthesizer: are

correspondingly extended to include more complexity or

detail, and those synthesizers will often be nested

multistructures. This applies for each type of orientation

goal (conceptual, procedural, and theoretical).

Elaborationl

The nature of the elaborations and of the procedures

for cresting them are also different for each type of

orientation goal: conceptual, procedural, and theoretical.
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KEY: ME MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS UMW THE LOGICAL.THEORE'ICAL
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KEY: THE LINES ON THE GRAPH SHOW THE RELATIGNSHIP BETWEEN
CHANGES IN E AND I FOR GIVEN VALUES OF R.

Figure 26. Two representations of a simple version o t theoretical structure that could
be mid as the synthesizer in theoretical epitome for a course in electronics
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The procedure for creating the elabGrations will be

descvlbed ill some detail in the next part of this section.

The following Is .0 description of the nature of the

elaborations for each type of orientation goal.

Conceptual. 'Like all elaborations, the oonceptual

elaborations gradually lead the student from a viry general

understanding of the subject matter to be taught (i.e., the

pitome or the wide-angle view) to a level of complexity.Or

detail .spicified by the objectives. In this case, each

laboration teaches concepts which are subordinate to a

general cencept that hadl,lready_been taught, either in the

epitome (for first-level elaborations) or in.an elaboration

(for lower-level elaborations). In other words, the topics

of an elaboration are the parts or kinds (deperding Upon the

type of conceptual structure) of a general concept or

concepts.

Regardless of the type of elaboration (conceptual,

procedural, or theoretical), the amount of material with:in

each elaboration must be gauged to the ability level of the

learners. If there is too much material, it will be toc

difficult for the student to synthesize (due to an excessive

"

memory and assimilation load), and the itudent will be less

motivated (due to a greater difficulty in keePing the whole

picture" in mind). In an introductory course for graduate

students, much more material should be included In eich

11

elaboration than in an introductory course for junior high

67
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school students. The amount of material in an elaboration

may be adjustcta either by changing the breadth of the elabo-

ration or by changing the depth of the elaboration. For

fairly simple material, a single elaboration could include

an entire rot/ of a taxonomy or of a matrix, or it could

entail going three levels deep on a single box in the

epitcme. Specific recommendations are included in the next

section of this report.

Procedural. Each procedural elaboration provides its

detail or complexity on a IlnAll step of the procedural

epitome. Therefore, the amount of material within an

elaboratior% should be adjusted only by changing the depth of

the elaboration (with the exception that two steps of the

epitome %luld be included in an elaboration if they both

have little depth). These are the two most important

differences from the conceptual elcboration.

Theoretical. Each theoretical elaboration provides its

complexity by teaching more local, detailed, and complex

prinaiplos that relate to a ,single aspect of the elementary

model in the epitome. As with tha procedural elaboration,

the amount of material within a theoretical elaboration

should be adjuated only by changing the depth of the

elaboration (but again, two aspects of the elemeneary model

could be included in an elaboration if they both have little

depth). Many textbooks which follow the course of the

6 8
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historical development of a theory or model come fairly

close to this paradigm of instructicnal organization.

Synthesizers

The nature of the synthesizer which follows each

elaboration is very similar to that of the synthesizer which

is part of the epitome. Tht major difference is its scope:

the synthesizer that follows each elaboration synthesizes

only the constructs that were taught in that elaboration.

In addition this synthesizer shows the context of the part

elaborated wthin the whole, but it is not intended to teach

relations among the parts of different parts--that is a task

reserved for the expanded epitome.

Conceptual. A cormeptual synthesizer is a conceptual

structure that shows super/co/subordinate relations among

its concepts. It may show either parts-ordinate relations,

or kinds-ordinate relations. Usually the synthesizer is

just a part of the total conceptual structure.

Procedural. A procedural synthesizer is a procedural

structure that shows the order relations among its event

concepts (steps). It may show either procedural-

prerequisite relations or procedural-decision relations.

Again the synthesizer is just a part of the total procedui.al

structure.

Theoretical. A theoretic synthesizer 13 a

theoretical itructure that shows the theoretical relations

.(usually causal) among its constructs. It may show either

69



logical or empirical theoretical relations. And this

synthesizer is also Just a part of the total theoretical

4tructure.

Multi-Structures

We mentioned above that the epitomes, elaborations, and

synthesizers comprising a course are' usually based on a

number of interrelated structures rather than on a single

structure. We rfer to such a set of interrelated

structures as a multi-structure. In the section on

epitomes, it was indicated that learning structures may be

needed in the design of the instruction on the epitome

synthesizer, in order to teach the learning prerequisites

for each concept comprising the epitome synthesizer. But

learning structeres are not the only kind of structures that

can be nested in an epitome or in an elaboration.

The most important structure for a course is referred

to as the orientation structure. It is selected on the

basis of the orientation goals for the course (e.g., for

conceptual orientation goals, a conceptual orientation

structure is used, ete.). That orientation structure should

subsume all the important subject matter that is to be

taught. If the goals of a course are fairly diverse, it may

be necessary to treat it as several independent courses

lumped into one, with each of those several courses having

its own orientation structure.
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Given, say, a theoretical orientation structure, the

nature of the goals of the course may call for teaching

certain efficient proceduren associated with different parts

of the theory or model. In such a case, procedural

structures would be nested within the theortAical

orienLation structure, and some of the elaborations wo,rld

elaborate on procedures rather than on parts of the theory

or todel. Similarly, some synthesizers would be procedural

and some evanded epitomes would be multi-structural.

7
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SUMMARY FOR THIS PART

In this part of Section 2 we have described an

instructional model for sequencing and synthesiiing

instruction, based on the concepts described in the first

part of this section.

First , distinguished two kinds of models and

expressed the need for a model which describes ways to

achieve some end in instruction. Since general goals

(ends)--such Ss effectiveness, efficiency, and appealdo

not vary much from course to course, the elaboration model

of instruction is fairly consistent in related aspect:. But

since particular goals (ends)--such as conceptual,

procedural, or theoretical orientations--do vary from course

to course, the elaboration model varies from, course to

course with respect to related aspects.

Second, we presented some hypothesized_principles of

instruction upon which the elaboration model is based.

These included: (1) the initial synthesis principle, (2)

the graduai elaboration principle, (3) the "most important

first" principle, (4) the optimal size principle, (5) the

periodic 'synthesis principle, (6) the type of synthesizer

principle, and (7) the periodic summary principle.

Third, we presented the zoom-lens one= to facilitate

sn understanding of the nature of the elaboration model of

instruction. A student starts with a wide-angle view of the

subject matter and proceeds to zoom in for more detail on

72
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each part or that wide-angle view, occassionally zooming

back out for context and synthesis. In some cases it may be

best for a learner to pan across the entire subject matter

on one level of the zoom before zooming In for more detail

on any part, whereas in other contexts it may be best for

the learner to continue to zoom in all the way on one area

before zooming in at all on any of the other areas. In

still other contexts, it may be best to let the atudent

follow his interests, 83 long as it iS a zoom-in pattern

ratter than a zoom-out pattern.

Fourth, the basic unvarying components of the

elaboration model of instruction were described: an

epitome, the first-level elaborations, the summarizer and

synthesizer following each first-level elzboratIon, the

summarizer and expanded epitome following all the

first-level elaborations, the second-level elaborations, the

summarizer and synthesizer following each second-level

elaboration, the summarizer and expanded epitome following

each set of second-level elaborations, and the terminal

epitome summarizing the entire course--both its constructs

and its relations.

Fifth, we described the variations of ;he elaboration

model for different courses. The different patterns of

sequenclng, including learner control, were brierl:,

mentioned. Then the nature of the epitomes, the

elaborations, and the synthesizers were described for each

J'r
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kind of orientation: conceptual, procedural, and

theoret:cal. And finally, we discussed the use of diverse

multi-structures 83 a basis from which to design and

organize the epitomes, the elaborations, and the

synthesizers.

7
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SECTION 2, PART 3

A PROCEDURE FOR DESIGNING INSTRUCTION:

THE ELABORATION MODEL

This part of Section 2 describes a procedure for

designing in3truction according to the elaboration model.

The elaboration modeI of instruction'was itself described in

30100 detail in the previous parts of Section 2.

CONTEXT

We would like to reemphasize an important distinction

presented in the first part of this section: that there are

titer-important kinds of organizational strategies--

presentation strategies2, which are methods for organizing

instruction on a single construct, and structural strategies,

which are methods for organizing aspects of instruction that

relate to more than one construct. Instructional design muit

produce specifications, or blueprints, for both of these

kinds of strategies, and, also for delivery and management

strategies. The Instructional Quality Inventory (Merrill,

Richards, Schmidt, 81 Wood, 1977) describes when and how .to

U30 different presentation strategies, and this report is an

impor4ant advance in describing when and how to use different

structural strategies.

2In a previous contract from the NPRDC we developed an

instrument called the Instructional Quality Inventory to

describe instructional design considerations related to

presentation strategies.
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Therefore, the procedure for designing instruction that

is presented in this part of Section 2 is only one of the

procedures that a designer needs. It is a procedure for

planning the basic structure or framework of the

instruction--that is, for planning what specific constructs

will be taught (selection), what order they will be taught in

(sequencing), what relations among them will be taught

(Synthesizing), and what ways those constructs and relations

will be previewed and reviewed (summarizing). In effect, the

design procedure described here replaces traditional task

analysis and content analysis procedures. However, it should

be kept in mind that the procedure described herein is in

need of extensive field testing and improvement in order to

be'develop.ed and refined to an extent that will make it a

reliable guide for instructional designers.

In this report, we will describe a six-step design pro-

cedure for structuring the instruction. This will include a

description of variations in the procedure for each kind of

orientation goal: conceptual, procedural, or theoretical.

Then, we will illuetrate this procedure with Navy electronics

subject matt..r, culmihating in a "blueprint" for the Basic

Electricity...I'd Electronics course developed from the use of

this procedure. Finally, we will outline the organization of

the Navy's current Basic Electricity and Electronics (BE and

E) course to facilitate the comparison of a hierarchical

course desi n with our elaboration model desin.
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THE DESIGN PROCEDURE

The following is a tentative six-step design procedure

for structuring the instruction in any course entailing

cognitive subject matter (see Figure 26). This six-step

\
procedure is illustrated in the next section of this report.

Insert Figure 26 about here

1. Choose the Type of Orientation Structure

On the basis of the general goals of in3truction, select

one of the three types of orientation structures: conceptual,

procedural, or theoret4.cal. This will be the "structural

emphasis" of the course, but it does not exclude teaching

some of the relations included in the other two types of

orientation structures.

If the emphasis of the course ts on learning a large -,et

of related concepts, then'a conceptual orientation structure

is most appropriate. If its emphasis is on learning a

routine performance--one that occurs only with slight

variation--then a procedural orientation structure is most

appropriate. And if its emphasis is on learning a set of

underlyins processes--ones that enable the learner to deal

with or to understand a wide variety of situations (e.g.,

problem solving)--then a theoretical orientation structure is

most appropriate.
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Figure 28. The six-step design procedure for structuring the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter.
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2. Make that Orientation Structure

Once one of the three kinds of orientation structures has

been selected, the instructienal designer should make the

most detailed or complex version of that structure for the

subject matter to be taught. The amount of detail dr com-

plexity included in that structure depends upon the objec-

tives of the course. A subject-maLter expert (SME) will be

needed to help derive the orientation structure, but it is
.."

likely that the (SME) may not be explicitly aware of the

existence of the structure to be derived, because structures

are seldom taught. I is also likely -thAt the SME (subject-

matter xpert) will not be familiar with what a subject-

matter structure it. Therefore, Apscliic procedures are

needed for the instructional designer to use in order to

"tease ovt" of the subject-matter expert the necessary

knowledge to make the orientation structure. These specific

proledures are different for each of the three kinds of

orientation structures, and they are as follows.

2a. Conceptual orientation struntures. The following

are the steps that an instructional designer should follow in

order to help a SME to construct a conceptual orient.ation

structure. First, make sure the SME understands the notion

of super/co/sWardinate relations among concepts and the

notions of parts-ordinate and kinds-ordinate varieties of

those relations.

aididEfillaarLIIMMAIIImaillErg,21a!"'
,
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Second, have the SME identify the most general concept in

the subjftet-matter area to be taught. This will usually be

represented by the name of the subject-makter area, such 93

"ylectronics" or "computers". Write that concept at the top

of two separate pieces of paper.

Third, have the SME divide that concept into its most

general parts, and put them On one level just below the top

concept on one piece of paper. Also have the SME divide it

into its most general kinds, and put them on one level just

below the top concept on the other piece of paper.

Fourth, ..lontinue to derive a parts taxonomy on one piece

of paper and a kinds taxonomy on the other by successively

dividing each part into its most general parts And by suc-

cessively dividing each kind into Lts most general kinds,

until you have reached th..t, level of detail specified by the

objectives. You will find that there are often several

dimensions along which a concept may be uivided into kinds.

For instance, t-ets may be divided into kinds according to

thoir wle (e.g., seedling, sapling), their type of leaf

(e.g., deJLduolls, pint), their root structure (e.g., tap root

system), their ecological environment (e.g., jungla), etc.

It will bc helpful to identify all important diAensions.

Fifth, on the basis f the objectives of the course, have

the SME identi'r which taxonomies are most important and

whicn ones Lre most usefully combined to form a matrix.

81
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Importance may be influenced to e large extent by its utility

in a matrix. Select the post important ta-onomy or matrix'as

ollentation 3trusture. The most important taxonomy may

not fit into a useful matrix, but it 13 likely that it will.

If it does, the conceptual orientation structure will be

fr..ther a parts-by-kinds matrix or a kinds-by-kinds matrix.

The taxonomies that are nnt selected as the orientation

structure should be saved, ")ecause they will probably be used

later as nested conceptual structures within the orientation

structure.

eixth, have the SME check to make sure that every concept

that needs to be taught either is a part of the orientation

structure or can be subsumed by the orientation structure as

a part of a nested conceptual structure.

2b. Procedural orientation structures. Toe following

are the steps that an instruct'onal designer should fcllow iv

order to help a SME to construct a procedural orientation

strur.ture. First, make sure the SME understands the notions

of procedural prerequisite relation and procedural decision

relation.

Second, have 'r.he SME identify all of the steps that thl

learner needs to be able to do in order to perform the pro-

cedure under the variety of conditions specified by the

objectives. To do this, it may be helpful to have ::he SME

identify a very general procedure that subsumes all of the

steps to be taught. Then have him nsstematically break down.

82
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each step of that general procedure into its major parts and

alternatives, and each of them into its major parts and

alternatives, and so on until (1) you reach the level of

detail necessary to accommodate student entering knowledge

a:sd (2) you reach the level of complexity (i.e., the number

of alternative branches) specified by the objectives. If

there are se4tral procedures for doing the same thing under

the same conditions, then include only the most efficient

one.

ThirC, have the SME check to make sure that all steps and

all branches that need to be taught are included in the pro-

cedural orientation structure.

2c. Theoretical orientation structure. The following

are the steps that the instructional designer should follow

In order to help a SME to construct a theoretical orientation

structure. first, make sure the SME understands the notions

of empirical and logical theoretical relations.

Second, have the SME Identify al.l the principles

(theoretical relations) that the learner must know In order

to be able to perform 83 required by the objective*. To do

this, it may be helpful to have the SHE identify an elemen-

tary set pf theoretical relations (model) that represents a

foundation upon which the other theoretical relations ela-

borate. Then have him systematically identify the major

theorotical relations (principles and models) which provide
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more detail or complexity on the elementary model, until you

reach the level of detail and complexity specified by the

objectives.

Third, have the SME check to make sure that all of the

important principles have been included in the heoretical

orientation structure.

3. Analyze the Orientation Structure

.
The next step (see Figure 27) 1.3 for the instructional

designer and the SME to analyze the orientation structure

just creatcd in order to identify which parts of it should be

included in the epitome and which should be added at each

level of elaboration. Each level of elaboration is comprlied

of individual elaborations that are highly different from

each other with respect to content because they elaborate on

distinct parts of the subject matter. But ench level of

elaboration as a whole tends to be quite similar to the

previous level because it prr/ides more detail on the same

'.2ontent that was provided in the previous level.

Insert Figure 27 about here

Deriving the epitome requires extracting from the orien-

tation structure a set of constructs and relations that

epitomize the whole orientation structure. And deriving the

levels of elaboration requires deciding upon "dimensions of

complexity" which represent the basis upon which the dif-

Sf
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Figure 27. The 143vatep design procedure for structuring the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter.
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ferent levels elaborate on the epitome or on each other.

Also, those dimensions of cmaplexity must be analyzed to

determine the order in which the different kinds of detail or

complexity will be presented in the instruction.

The result of this third step is an outline of the

subjectmatter content to be included in the epitane and in

mach level of elaboration. The specific procedures for doing

this analysis of the orientation structure are also somewhat

different for each of the three kinds of orientation struc

tures, and they are 83 follows.

3a. Conceptual. The conceptual orientation structure is

the easiest one f-)m which to derive an epitome. In the case

of a taxonomy, you start "pruning" from the bottom up until

you reach a small enough number of constructs for the student

to be able to learn and systhesize in one lesson. In the

case of a matrix, (1) you split it into two (or in some cases

three) composite taxonomies, (2) you "prune" each taxonomy

from the bottom up until you reach half the number of ccn

structs that the student can learn and synthesize in one

lesson, and (3)/you put the taxonomies back together to form

a matrix between their lowest remaining levels. The r.esult

ing portion of the conceptual structure is presented 83 the

epitome.

The coitceptual orientation strvcture is also the easiest

for deriving the levels of elaboration because the different

dimensions of complexity are merely the levels on the
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taxonomy(les). In the case of a ,taxonomy, the content for

the primary level of elaboration is the highest level of the

orientation structure that is missing from the epitome. If

that level is fairly small, it may be advantageous to add

back the two highest levels at the same time. In the case of

a matrix, you add back the highest level of the most impor-

tant (as determined by your SME) taxonomy comprising the

matrix. This process is continued until all the parts of the

orientation structure have been included. The result of this

step is therefore ae:' oC;line of the portions of the concep-

tual orientation structurc :. that will be taught in the epitome

and in each level of elaboration.

3b. Procedural. The procedural ori.entation structure is

usually the hardest from which to derive an epitome because

unlike tae other two orientation structures it is not merely

"pruned". The following is the procedure that the instruc-

tional designer should follow. You should simplify the

procedural orientation structure by lumping steps together

into more general steps and by eliminatirg branches for

handling special ,conditions. This simplification should

continue until the resulting "idealized" structure has a

small enough number of steps for the student to be able to

learn and synthesize them all in one lesson. That resulting

sk.-ucture must include onl, the most important (e.g., most

typical) actions to be taken.-those actions which contribut2

most to understanding the complete procedure.

Pit
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In order to derive the levels of elaboration, you should

decide what is the most important one of the actions (i.e.,

steps and/or branches) that were eliminated or lumped

together and select that 83 the topic for the first-level

elaboration. If it is smaller in scope than what the student

can comfortably learn and synthesize in one lesson, then the

two most important actions could be included in that Qlabora-

tion. This process is continued until you have identified

the content of all the levels of elaboration that are needed

to elaborate the epitome to the level of detail and complex-

ity of the entire procedural orientation structure. The

result of this step is therefore an outline of the aspects of

the procedural orientation structure that will be taught in

the epitome and in each level of elaboration.

3c. Theoretical. The epitome can be derived from the

theoretical orientation structure by the following procedure.

You should "prune".the theoretical orientation structure by

eliminating all but the most fundamental theoretical rela-

tions. Generally those are similar to the relations that

were discovered first, historically. For example, Ohm's Law

(E=IR) expresses mathematic/11y the most fundamental

theoretical relations in elect onics, and the law of supply

ono demand embodies the most fundamental theoretical rela-

tions in economics.. The theoretical orientation structure is

therefere simplified until the remainlag theoretical rela-

tions (1) are all of a fundamental or elemental nature (and

R!)
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thereby subsume the remainder of the theoretical subjeet

matter) and (2) are of a number or size that the student is

able to lt lnd synthesize in one lesson.

Deriv he levels of elaboration is more difficult.

There are twk. techniques which help to.identify the dimen-

sions of complexity that form the basis for distinguishing

the different levels of elaboration. First, you should list

all the remaining principles (theoretical relations) in

decreasing order of importance. Itoportance is estimated by

the SME on the basis of such factors as contribution to

understanding the whale theoretical structure, frequency of

use, extensiveness of application, and utility for more

advanced training. Principles that are of about the same

importance Jhould merely be gruuped on a stngle level of

importance--i.e., it is not necessary to try to put them in

decreasing order in relation to each other. Then the SME

'should decide huw many of the principles at the top of the

list are fundamental enough to warrant irtlusion in the

primary level of elaboration, and how many of the remaining

principles (after removing those for the primary level)

should be Included in the secondary level of elaboration, and

so on. Keep in mind that level of importance is the most

important criterion for inclusion according to this tech-

nique.

no
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The second technique to help in identifying the different .

levels of elaboratiem involves the development of a parallel

conceptual structure, whose concipts are different conditions

which require different levels of complexity of the prin-

ciples (e.g., perfect competition in economics, and simple CZ

;circuits in e.elctronics). This parallel conceptual structure

helps provide a basis tor deciding which principles on the

above-mentioned list should be introduced at each level of

eiaboration, and it also helps to Indicate ways in which in-
\

dividual principles can be simplified for their initial

presentation to the student. The SME should try to identify

conditions which simplity the application of principles

and/or reduce the number of principles which apply, and he

should try to arrange those conditions into a conceptual

structure. Both of theae techniques are illustrated below.

The result of this step is an outline of the parts of the

theoretical orientation structure that will be taught in the

epitome and in each level of elaboration, and it may indicate

parts of a parallel conceptual structure that will also be

taught in the epitome and in each level of elaboration.

Identif and Make the Supportiu_Structures

The next step (see Figure 28) is to identify and make all

the important supporting structures for the subject-matter

content in the epitome and in each level of elaboration.

Except for conceptual structures, an orientation structure

will usually not have the same kind of supporting structure.
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The procedure for performing this step varies little from one

kind of orientation structure to another. It is as follows.

Insert Figure 28 about here

First, for each level of detail identify any of the

following three kinds of supporting_goals which are important

(but not yet attained by the students) for the subject-matter

content that is introduced at that level: contextual, which

specify useful super/co/subordinate relations within the

content; procedural, which specify useful procedures that

relate to the content; and siBlaBalara, which specify under-

lying processes or useful change relations entailing the

content. Conceptual orienta.tior.s are often supported by

addittonnl contextual gcals; procedural orientations are

often sApported by contextual goals :concept-classincation

13 an important part of most procedbres--hence the userdlness

of showing coordinate relations and sometimes even super/-

sOordinate relations); and theoretical orientations are

eften sJpported both by procedural goals (to teach an

efficient way to implement a principle) and by contextual

goals.

Second, for each level of detail make the supporting

structure that corresponds to each supporting goal. Some.of

these supporting structures may be so small as to be in

reality "supporting constructs", but they should be inluded
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Figure 28. The six-step design procodure for structuring the Instruction in any course entailing cognitive suoject matter.
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just the same. There should be a conceptual supporting

structure for each contextual supporting goal, a procedural

supporting structure for each procedural supporting goal, and

a theoretical supporting etructure for each explanatory

supporting goal. The result ts a more detailed outline of

the subject-matter content to be inrluded in the epitome and

in eanh level of elaboration.

Third, fo- every construct (including those in suprIrting

structures) at every level of detail, identify whether or not

an enabling,supporting goal is necessary, Riven the entering

knowledge of the students, and for each necessary enabling

goal make a learning prerequisite structure that extends down

to the o: entering knowledge of the students. Many of

these supporting structures may also be so small as to be

constructs but should nevertheless be included. In fact, a

major purpbse of the elaboration approach to iequencing is to

make it unnecessary to have learning structures with more

than about two levels at any Oven level of detail.

The result of these three sub-steps is a complete outlint.

of all the subject-matter content that should be included in

the epitome and in each level of elaboration.

Alternativf. for txploration. We have identified an

alternative to nesting the supporting structur.ts (with the

exception of learning structures) within each level of

elabnratiov., hut we need more time to explore its advisabil-

itr. Thdi alternative is to hold off on presentIng the

El 5
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supporting structures (with the exs:eption of learning

structure) until a later level of elaboration, and then to

present all the supporting structures of a given kind (e.g.,

procedural supporting structures) on one level of

elaboration. The advantage of this alternative iS that it

may be more consistent with the "most important first" grin-

/ci e in that the secondary (supporting) types of content are

resented after the most important (orientation) type of

contht. But a possible disadvantage iS that the instruction
!

moy be disjointed--for instance, a procedure that i3 closely

related to a principle is presented separately from the

principle rather than right with it. For now we will stay

with the nested presentation of supporting structUres within

each level of elaboration, f3ut we will explore the advvitages

and disadvantages of presenting them later in a separate

levrel of elaboration.

5 IdIntif the Individual Elaborations

The next step (see Figure 29) is to use both the orien-

thtion structure and the supporting structures to analyze

''each level of elaboration OS tO its comvunent elaborations.

(The epitome is not comprised of any elaborations and is

96
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therefore excluded from this step.) This step is fairly

constant for all three types of orientation structures, and

it is 3S follows.

Insert Figure 29 about here

We mentioned above that each level of elaboration tends

to discuss the same parts of the subject-matter content that

were presented in the kevious level only at a greater level

of detail, whereas the individual elaborations comprising

each level tend to,contain parts of the subject-matter con-

tent that are highly different from each othei*.

In the primary level of elaboration, each individual

elaboration shoul4 be comprised of content that (1) provides

more detail on one of the parts of the epitome plus its

supporting structures, or that (2) provides more detail on

the whole epitome. The )ength of each elaboration can be

controlled to some extent by varying the amount of detail

(especially with respect to the number of supporting struc-

tures) that i3 presented in the elaboration.

The secondary level of elaboration should reach a, more

complex, realistic, and/or detailed representation of the

orientation structure, but otherwise it should be quite

similar to the primary level): In the secondary level each

individual elaboration contains more detailed content on one

part of the content that was presented in one of the

0 7
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Figure 29. The six.step design procedure for structuring the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter.
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primary-level elaborations. Secondary-level elaborations

should be grouped on the basis of the natural parts of the

orientation structure and each such group should be

internally synthesized (i.e., relations among its component

oontructs should be taught). If additional levels of

elaboration are necessary, their content is identified in a

similar miwner.

006 Alternative for exploration. Rather than having more

detailed content on one part of the epitome (includin that

part's supporting structures) in each elaboration i the

primary level, it may be advantageous to include mgre de-

talled content on all parts of the epitome (without support-

ing structures, except obviously for learning structures) in

One elaboration, and to include all of one kind of their

respective supporting structures (e.g., all procedural

supporting structures), plus thz learning prerequisites for

those struct, : s, in another elaboration, etc. Or if this

would make each elaboration too long, then the more detailed

content on the parts of the epitome (and their levrning

prerequisites) could be divided into two or three elabora-

tions (even up to one elaboration per part). Then their

respective supporting structures (and their learning pre-

requisites) could be divided correspondingly. This

alternative needs further evaluation.
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6. Design the Epitome end All Elaborations

The last step of the structural design procedure çsee

Figure 30) is to make a "blueprint" of the structural

strategy components and subject-matter content that are

included in each of those components. This step is fairly

constant for all three types of orientation structures.

Insert Figure 30 about lere

MAW

First, design the-epitome. Plan out the sequence in

which to present the constructs (including those in the

supporting structures), and plan out the synthesizers and

summarizer. A very general synthesizer (i.e., a very simple

or general version of the orientation s'o-ucture) should be

presented first to show a pervasive relation amol4 con-

structs, even though the constructs themselves are not

underatood yet. Then each construct should be presented

individually according to presentation strategy design

specifications (see Merrill, Reigeluth, & Faust, in press;

Merrill, Richards, Schmidt, & Wood, 1977; Merrill & Tennyson,

1977). Then those constructs shculd be summarizedi.e.,

listed ang with a concise generality for each. And finally

a more complex synthesizer should be presented to show the

pervasive relation once mvore (and in somewhat greater

detail), now that the constructs comprising that simple or

general version of the orientation structure are understood.
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Keep in mind that this design document is a "blueprint" not

the finished instructional product.

Second, design each elaboration in the primary level of

elaboration. Basically the same pattern followed as for

the epitome. Plan out the sequenciN; of constructs, the

synthesizers, and the summarizer. A very seeperal synthesizer

should be presented first (it may be a supporting structure

instead of a part of the orientation structure). Then each

construct should bk; presented individually with full use of

appropriate .tresentation strategies. Then those constiucts

should be summarized. And finally, an expanded epitome

should,be presented to internally and externally synthesize

the constructs that were taught in this elaboration. In the

case of a supporting structure having just oeen taught the

expanded epitome would be a nested multi-structure that would

both internally synthesize the constructs (i.e., show inter-

relations among each other) and externally synthesize them

(i.e., show interrelations with other types of constructs).

This pattern is continued for each elaboration in the

primary-level until all primary-level elaborations have been

designed.

Third, design each elaboration in each of the remainina

levels of elaboration. Here, the procedure is almost

identical to that for the primary level. The major dif-

ferenee i3 that often there is a separate elaboration/

xpandeci epitome for each part of each primary-level

1 (1 f
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elaboration. In such a case, each secondary-level

elaboration/expanded epitome relates to a single prim3ry-
.

level elaboration in the same way that each primary level

elahoration relates to the whole epitome: each secondary-

level elaboration elaborates on a part of a single

primary-leve] elaboration. Howevert.it is also possible to

design just one secondary-level elaboration to elaborate on

an entire primary-level elboration.

Fourth, the instruction ends with a terminal rpitome that

is identical to the entire orientation structure, except that

some supporting structures may also be illustrated, making it

a nested multi-structure. Figure 31 summarizes che six-step

structural design procedure.

Insert Figure 31 about here

ILLUSTRATION OF THE DZSIGN PROCEDURE

The following is an illustration of the above-de3cribed

six-step design procedure for structuring the instruction *in

any course entailing cognitive subjet matter. The coorse

material selected :or the illustration is that which is

presented in the Navy's Basic Electricity and Electronics (SE

and E) course.

..L.EhoosetheTeofOr,tationStructUre

The BE and E course's major purpose is to provide

trainees with.a basic understanding er, electronics and
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Figure 31. The sbpstep design procedure for structuring the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter.
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electricity. The conrse iS not a tterminaln course that iS

intended to completely prepare the trainee for a specific

job; rather it ts an stntroductory" course that is intended

to prepare the traine. for more advanced courses. This

preparation entails the learning of concepts, procedures, and

principles; but b) far the most important of these three

types of content is principles. . The emphasis of the course

should be on teaching a set of fundamental theoretical rela

/ tionships. Therefores a theoretinal orientation structure i3

MOSt appropriate for the course.

2. Make that Orientation Structure

'A subjectmatter expert (SME) is to help derive the

most detailed or comp/ex uersiorl of the theoretical orienta

tion structure that is required by the objectives of the B

and E course.

First, we made sure that the SME u.nderstood what we meant

by theoretilal relations.

Second, %we had the SME list all o( the theoretical

relations tprinciples) that the trainee should' know (see

Figurt 3e), given the objectives of the course; and we had

him diagram t.hose relations SO as to form a diegramatie

representation of the theoretical orientation,structure

Figure 33).

Inser, Figures 32 and 33 about here

I C;i5
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Third, we had the SME double check to make sure'that no

important theoretical relations were left nut.

First, the designer and the SME identified t,he most

fundamental theoretical relations (principles). They are

expressed by Ohm's Law, which is mathematically described as

X=ER. This was selected as the topic for the epitome.

Second, the SNE arranged the remaining theoretical

relations (principles) in Figure 32 in decreasing order of

importance (this already done in Figure 32). Many prin-

ciple4 were more or less at the same level of importance, so

they were grouped together into levels.

Third, the SME identified a set of conditions which

simplify the application of the principles and reduce the

nUmber of peinciples which apply. Thcise conditions are the

type of electricity (DC or AC) and the type of electrical

ircuit.(simple, series, parallel, or combination). Figure

34 shows the retulting parallel conceptual structure.

insert Figure 34 about here
!if

0.Vm

Fourth, on the basis of both the prioritized list and the

dimensinns of complexity shown in'Figure 34, we identified'a

set of theoretical relations that are of fundamental impor

tance to underptanding electricity and electronics. They are

those which relate to (1) power, which elaborates on E, and

11/9
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Figure 34. A types-by.types matrix ai the parallel conceptual structure. It staws the
conditions that influence the number and complexity of principles. Those-
conditions influence the selection of content from theiiintation structure
for eech iervel of elaboration.
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(2) frequency in alternatIng current, which elabe)rates on R.

These were selected as the constructs for the primary level

of elaboration, along with the AC-DC distinction in tht

parallel conceptual atructure.

Fifth, on the basis of both the vioritized list and the

dimensions of complexity shown in the parallel conceptual

structure, we identified the remaining thP'oretical relations

that are the most fundamental elaborations on the theoretical

relations presented in the primary level or elaboration.

They are those related to the.simple-series-parallel-

combinatton distinction in the parallel conceptual structure.

These theoretical_ relations were selected as thP constructs

for the -secondary level of elaboration, aldng with the

simple-series-parallel-combination distinction in the

paralkil conceptual structure.

7'
This process, was continued until the entire orientation

structure was allocated to one or anotLer part of the in-

struction. Figure 35 outlines the parts of the theoretical

orientation structure and of the parallel conceptual

structure that were selected for the epitome and ror each

level of elaboration.

Insert Figure 35 about here

iii
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'a11dMaIleSUortif1St?CTt4anti1'lJctt.Ires

Given that we had selected a theoretical orientation

goal, the supporting goals would not be explanatory; but it

is highly likely that there would be both important con-

textual ana important procedural supporting goals. There-

fore, we first helped the SHE idtntify those Supporting goals

for the epitome and for each level of elaboration.

Seccnd, tor each level of detail (iftcluding the epitome)

we helped the SHE make a conceptual supporting structure for

each contextual supporting goal, and we helped him make a

procedural supporting structure for each procedural

sureorting goal. Examples are shown iv Figures 36-39.

1.0

Insert Figures-36-39 about here

Third, for every .constrnct (inclu_!ing those-in supporting

structures) at each l,vel lf detail, we identified whether or

not an enabling supporting goal was necessary,- given the

entering knowledge of the trainees. And for.each necessary

enabling goal, we helped the SHE to make a learning-

prerequisite structure that extended to the level of entering

knowledge. Examples are shown in Figures 40-42.

Insert Figures 40-42 about here
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RESISTOR

Ind11.1.1MMLIMMINIMP 111..=1=111%1
COMPOSM ON
RESISTOR

W1RE-WOUND
RESISTOR

FIXED TAPPED SLIDING
CONTACT VARIABLE

POTENTIOMETER

Key: TN un. betwaen two boxes on different lavels means that the lawn box
is a kind of the Nibs: box.

Figur 37. A kinds taxonomy as a conceptual supporting structura
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Mae

WM,

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING
THE OUTPUT OF A TRANSFORMER

DIVIDE VOLTAGE :ATER.
ING TRANSFORMER BY
THE RESULT OF
NO. PRIMARY/NO. SECONDARY

DETERMINE THE
VOLTAGE ENTERING
THE TRANSFORMER

DIVIDE THE NUMBER
OF TURNS IN THE PRIMARY
BY THE NUMBER OF
TURNS IN THE SECONDARY

DETERMINE THE
NUMBER OF TURNS
01 THE PRIMARY
WINDING.

DETERMINE THE
NUMBER OF TURNS
IN THE SECONDARY
WINDING.

Key: The arrow between two boxes on different levels means that
the lower box must performed before the higher box can b.

performed. Boxes 4n the same level can be performed in any order.

Figure 39. A ocedural-prerequisits structure u procedural structure.

al%
4
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IIMPEDENCE

ete

Key: The wow between tow boxes on different !rats means that
the lower box must be timid before the higt yv box can tse isamod.

Figure 40. A learning.prerequisite structure (cr more precisely, construct) as a

supporting structure.



IELECTROMAGNETIC
INDUCTION

MAGNETIVIELD CIRCUIT-
ELECTRO.MOTIVE
FORCE

a

Kay: The arrow between two boxes on different levels means
that the tower box must be learned before the higher box

can be learned.

Figure 42. A towing proroquisits structurs (cmstruct) as 11 supporting structure.
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As a result of this fourth step, we prepared a compl2te

outline of the sJbject-matter content that should be included

in the epitome and in each level of elaboration. This'out-

line is shown in Figure 43.

Insert Figure 43 about here

Identify

With the help of the SOE, we divided up the principles in

the primary level of elaboration accordint to the part of the

epitome en which eaqh ór those principles elaborates. For

instance, P (power) is an elaboration on E (electromotive

force) because power is conceptuallY closer to E than to

either, I or R. Therefore, the power formula (see Figure 43)

should comprise primary-level elaboration--that which elabo-

rates nn E. In a similar way we identified the primarr.level

content that elaborates on I and that which elaborites 8.

Then, with th help of the SHE wie divided up the prin-

ciples in the secondary level of elaboration according to the

part of a primary-level elaboration on which each of those

principles elaborates.

Figure 44 shows the content in each level of elaboration

that was alla.lated to each individual elaboration within that

lever.

Insert Figure 44 about here



Structural
strategy
component

tan of theondical
orientation structure
included

Pert of conceptual
parallel structure
included

Conceptual
supporting st ..ictures
Included

Procedural supporting
structures included

Learning
prerequisite
structures Included

Epitome E DC simple Manipulating 1
Meapiting E. I. R
Calculating E. I. R
Troubleshooting

E, I, R
Scientific notation
shorts, opens

Primary
Lent of

Factors affecting:
inductance
capacitance

0
E

I, .. El

DC - AC simple Resistor (kinds)
Capacitor (kinds)
Inductor (kinds)
Power supply (kinds)
Frequency (kinds)
Electromagnetic

inductor (parts)

Manuring L. C
. Calculating P

M:nipulating f
ReacEng resistor,

inductor, capecitor
values

DC, AC, magnetism,
electromagnetic
induction, counter
EMF, generator, fro-
quency, phise, L, C. P,
resistor, capacitor,
inductor, induction.

Secondary
Level of
Etaberatian

Ea ERI tER2
a. '

IT 1R i 12 1R2 4

RT ." R1 R2 -.A ...

LT Li + L2 *...

CT al- 1-1-7-110

1 2 '
Ea ER I E82 "
T RI R2 ;

.-1......,
"T 1 1

Ai s 11'; . "

DC - AC series-
parallel

Calcu!atiom
Troubleshooting

-.....--1
Series circuits, parallel
circuits, applied
voltage, equivalent
resistance.

Mohr: This figure is intended to be wimp/ivy. It is beyond out intent end the woo of our funding
So include ati of the content that should be taught in the BE end E course.

Figure 43. An outline of the subject.matter content that should bi included in the epitome and in each

level of &abandon.
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1 3

Stnschand
Meteor
component

..

Part of theoretical
orientation structure
ircluded

Part of conceptual
parallel structure
Included

Conceptual
supporting structures
included

Procedural supporting
struct-res included

Learning
prerequisite 1
structures incluusu

.. 01111. =MP 1111111

Secondary
Level of
Elaboration
IContinued)

1LT -1-7+ 4..
1

1
L2

,

CTCiC2*...
PT a, P

R1 *PR2 + . ,-----i
Transformers, t tar's-
former efficiency,
turns, primary,
secondary, load,
rectifier, combination
circuits, nc time
constant, XL. Xct

vectors, OW. P. Pt.

Tertiary
Leval of
Elaboration

Left-hand rule
Faraday% Law
Lenz% Law
PP a Ps

g2 112 IL
El Ns- lp

XL 2 et L

AC - DC
Combination

Transformer IParls) Measuring XL, X c

Calculating XI , Xc,
RC time consant,
appar. P, Pt

transformer efficiency
Designing a voltage
diviJer

XC 2x1C
P outEffie. -,FiT.

True P
Pt 79TPPa.r.

Tc RC

Phase and power
relationships

Note: Ms figure is intended to be exemplary. It is beyond our inteat and tho avec* of our funding
to include all of the content that should be taught in the SE and E course.

Figure 43. (Continued) An outline of the subject-matter content that should be Included In the epitome
and in each lavel of elaboration.
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1

St Mettaiii
strategy
component

PM* of theoretical
wientation structure

, included

Part of conceptual
parallel structure
included

Conceptual
supporting structurit$
included

Procedural supponing
structures Included

Learning
prerequisite
structures included

Epitome

.........
...E.

R
DC simple

is
Manipulating 1
Measuring E, I, and R
Calculating E, I, R
TroubIeshootiqg

E, 1. R,
Scientihc notation
shorts, opens

cI I
...1 Tr i
Eiii
..-:a. o

.

.

P a El

IL
E Factors affecting:

inductance
capacitance

DC AC simple

AC simple

.... .........
AC simple

Power Supply (kinds/
Elcctrorrhinetic

inductor (pars)

Frequency (kinds)

P 7:: ,:z. (kinds)
Capaci to: {kinds)
Inductor ikinds)

Cakulating P

Manipulating
frequency

5,-
Measuring L, C
Reading resistor,

inductor. capacitor,
values

DC, AC, magnetism,
electromagnetic
induction, counter
EMF, generator, P

Frequency, phase

1..,, C. resis.; r, capa
elm.. inductor,
induction

Z "1i3.11o w
,N li

,.

1.1

2.1

A RI e ER2

PRI +PR2
+

DC AC series Calculations Series circuits,
applied voltage

al f aa
R1 R2 *

DC AC series i Calculations

. R I + R2 ' "+

l'w I-1e L2e

Tai1r------
"1 '2

DC AC series Calculations
Troubleshooting

...........a.
Note: This figure is intended to boo exemplary. It Is beyond our Intent and the scope of our

funding to inciude all of the content that should be taught In the BE and course.

Figwe 44. An outline of the subject-matter content the should be allocated to the epitome and to each

individual elaboration within each level of elaboration.
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Structural
MO' W
compons.

Part of theoretical
Orientatioll WWI Ltrill
included

Ea a ER1 a ER2 a '

R1 R2 '

Pen of conceptual
parallel structure
included

DC AC parallel

Conceptual
sapporting structures
included

.r....

Protadtiral supporting
structures included

.....
Calculations

Learning
prerequisite
structures included

..... .
Parallel circuits

Ec..1 ° ..-

I i
ii .A

.. ae

1.2

2,2

3.2

.. I .r I +RI FI2
DC AC parallel

1
.

DC AC parallel Equivalent resistance,1 R. r Er a .m
T 1 1

11-1' * gi

1
MI

Li * Li + . .

CT " C l * C2 * . . .

I.1.
...I

...1
... Lil

te -45

...

1.1.1
(2.2.1)

2.1.1
(22.14

Pp a Ps

fp it
ES-

P outEffic.

DC AC:
Combination

TrailS1041110 (parts) Calculations Transformers, trans-
former efficiency,
turns, primary,
secondary, load.
rectifier, combination
circuit*'a ni

--.....-.--.
Liz IsNs V

DC AC
Combination

Cslculations

3.1.1

13.2."

4$

Tc a RC

XL a 2 sr f L.

I

DC AC
Combination

_1

Calculations
Measuring XL, Xc

XL, Xc, RC time

constant

27re

Note: This figure is Intended to be exemplary. It Is beyond our intent and the scope of our

fuming to Indssi: all of the content that should be taught in the BE and E course.

Figure 44. (Continued) An e-stline of the subject.matter content that should be allocated to the

epito,r4 and to death individua! elaboration within each level of elaboration.



Structural
strategy
component

Part of theoretical
orientation structure
included

Part of conceptual
parallel structure
Included

Conceptuel
fuPPorting v.uctures
included

Procedural supporting
structures included

Learning
prerequisite
structures included

1.1.2
(1.2.2)

c1

1.1.3
(1.2.3)

ro a
t- li4 5.1

True P
I a App-72715-

.

Phase & power relationships

DC - AC
Combination

Wicuiations Appar. P. Pi. vectors

Left-hand rule
Faraday's Law
Lent's Law

DC - AC
Combination

Note: This figure is intended to be exemplary. it is beyond our intent and the stops of our

funding to include all of the content that should be taught in the SE and E course.

Figure 44. (Continued) An outline of the subject-matter content thatshould be allocated to the

epitome and to each Individual elaboration within each level of eiaboration.
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6. Design the Epitome and All Elaborations

This last step of the structural design procedure results

in a "blueprint" of the structural strategy components and ot

the subject-matter content that is included in each of those

components.

First, we designed the epitome by planning out the

sequence in which to present the construnts (including those

in the supporting structures), and by planning out the

synthesizers and thQ summarizers. The resulting "blueprint"

of the epitome is shown in Figure 45,

Insert Figure 45 about here

Second, we designed each elaboration in the primary level

of elaboration, agairr"by planning out the sequence in which

to presept the constructs, and by planning out the synthe-

-alters and summarizers. The resulting blueprints are shown

In Figures 46-48.

Insert Figures 46-48 about here

Third, we designed -each elaboration in the .seeondary,

leve of elaboration, again by planning out the sequence In

which to present the constructs, by planning out the

synthesizers and summarizers, and also byl planning clt the

order in which to present each secondary-level elaboration.

ak



Initial synthesizer: R. Farah/Icon. structure

instrktetion on_E, f, and R, DC (concepts)

itk generality-instance-practice format

Inttruction I (Principle)

generality-Instance-practice format
~MI WO M=1101 I= OM WIMP SIM GM OM ME IM1 P MN OM MO NM MO

Initial synthesizer scientific notation

Instruction on sciemific notation

generality-Instance-practice format

Summarizer/synthesizer on scientific notation

Initial synthesizer on measuring E, I, R

Instruction on measuring E, I, R

generality-instance-practice forn.at

Summarizer/synthesizer for measuring E, I, R
"110111011=011111 =POMP MOP OUP 1I 111=M NMI 01M40.

Initial synthesizer on calculating E, I. R

Instruction on basic algebra..

generality-instance-practice format

SuMmarizer/synthssizer for basic`albra

Instruction on calculating E, I, R.

gineralityinstance-practice

Summarizer/synthesizer or' caculatihg E, R

&matadosc and expandaditpitome synthesizer

(I td its swparting rtrutures1

Figure 45. A Nalueprint" of the epitome.



PRIMARY LEVEL OF ELABORATION
First Individual Elaboration

Initial synthesizer: P El,

Instruction on P (concept)

* generality.instance.practice format

Instructs:in on P El (principle)

generality.instance.prectke format

Initial synthesizer on parallel conceptual structure

Instruction on kinds of power simply (AC DC)

generality-insunce-practice format

Summarizer/synthesizer on kinds of power supply

initial synthesizer
Instructiori
Summarizer/synthesizer

on magnetism, electromagnetic Induction,
counter MP, and generators (concepts).

Initial synthesizer on parts of electromagnetic inductors

Instruction on pans of electromagnetic inductors (0-1.P format)

Summarizer/synthesizer on pans of efectmmagnetic Inductors
Maw

Initial synthetizer on calculating P

Instruction on calculating P (G.I.P format)

Summarizer/synthesizer on calculating P

Summarizer and expanded epitome.

/\"
Figure Mk A ubloeprine tha first primary-Wel slaboriton.
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PRIMARY LEVEL OF ELABORAT ON
Second Individual Elaboration

Initial synthesizer on kinds of frequency

on kinds of frequency

genwelity-instanct, act1c. format

Summarizer/synthesizer on kinds of frequency
+aim um maw mow suoio am am arm egor NM. INI.ems Nor

1n11si synthesizer
Instruction on phase
Summarizer/synthesizer

Initial synthesizer
Insuuction

1
on manipubting frequency

Summarizer/synthesizer

Expanded epitome showing the context of frequency
within the orientation structure

Figure 47. A °Multi:v.1W of tha mond primary-lepal elaboration

I ;by



PRIMARY LEVEL OF ELABORATION
Third Individual Elaboration

Initial synthesizer: C
4

instruction on induction, L, C, 0, E (concepts)

G4P format

Instruction on C na.
E (principle)

61-F format

Initial synthesizer
irmtruction
Summarizer/synthesinr

Initial synthesizer
instruction
Summarizer/synthesizer

on measuring I L

on calcuieting C

Initial synthesizer
Instruction
Summarizer/synthesizer

on kinds of elect components
(resistors. capacitors. inductors)
Nnd on kinds of those kinds

MEM AMP .1II *NM II! Im=IP OMIN. AMID IMMO 'IMP IMMO 41=IP =MR, 441,11MI. 1

Initial synthesizer
Instruction
Summarizer/synthesizer

awry 1111IM NIMIP ur-

on factirs affecting inductance
and capacitance

Summarizer and expanded epitome

Figure 48. A "blueprint" of tha third primary-level elaboration.
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For the purposes of this reptrt, we feel it is unnece3sary to

present further illustration: 3f the resulting "blueprints".

The way in which these individual "blueprints" fit

together it in Figure 49.

Insert Figure 49 about here

rp.,411POM.1.01.W.0

COMPARISON WITH HIERARCHICAL DESIGN-

To facilitate the comparison of our elaboration approach

with a hierarchical approach to instructiorJl design, we have

outlined the organization of the Navy's current Basic Elec

tricity and Electronics (BE and E) course (see Figure 50).

The hierarchical design tends to start with the trivial and

is characterized by a notable lack of integration or

.synthesis of the lontent.

Insert Figure 50 about here
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IEPITOME
(FIGURE 20)

FIRST PRIMARY.

110N AND EXPANDED
EPITOME

LEVEL ELABORA-

(FIGURE 21)

SECOND PRIMARY.
LEVEL ELABORA.
TION AND EXPANDED
EPITOME
(FIGURE 22)

THIRD PRIMARY.
LEVEL ELABORA.
TION AND EXPANDED
EPITOME
(FIGURE 23)

FIRST SECONDARY.
LEVEL ELABORATION
AND EXPANDED
EPITOME

ETC.

TERMINAL EPITO:1

Figure 49. A "blueprint" of the way in which the blueprints" fit together.
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BEand E
Module
Number

..

ran of theoretical
orierstedoo. structure
included

Part of conceptual
parallel structure
included

Conceptual
supporting structures
included

Procedural supporting
structures included

Learning
prerequisite
structures included

Simple circuit Manuring 1 I. simple circuit, basic
algebra, scientific
notation

2 Left-hand rule DC. AC, (series) Measuring E E, magnetism, electro-
magnetic induction,
generator

3 , Simple DC Resist01 (kinds) Measuring R, reading
resistor values

H. resistor

4 l . I .
I 2

Ea a E RI E
112

*
*

Series, (parallel)
DC

Measuring 1, E
Calculating E

a

Series circuit, (parallel
circuit), applied
voltage

5 E1 0.11,

P El

Series, DC Calculating E, 1, R, P
Manipulating I
Troubleshooting

P. short circuits, open
circuits

0 E E ER2 'a 111

T. IRI * ift2 *

RT ..-3
I 1ir + ir +

1 2

R I + R2 + '
P R1

+ PR2 e '

Parallel

.

Calculations
Troubleshooting

f7

Parallel circuit,
equivalent resistance

Note; This figura does not contain all of the content In the OE ind E COUrel. le is intended to give
an iratiostion al the nature of the organization of this version of the course.

Figure SO. An outline of the organization of the Navy's Basic Electricity and Electronics course.
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BE and E
Modulo
Number

Pan of theoretical
orientation uructure
Includid

Part of conceptual
parallal ft:lacuna
included

Conceptual
swooning structures
included

Procedural supporting
suuctuns included

Leming
prerequisite
structures Included'......... ....um.

7
(Continued)

............... ......., ~I OM! IIMM. On. IMP! 11.1m iMme .1 = IN IIW

Combination Calculations
Designing voitage

divider

..... -- ......,.--
Combination circuits,
voltage dividers

Left-hand rule
Faraday's Law
Lenes Law
Factors affecting

inductance

AC *

.

Inductor (kinds) .

Electromagnetic
inductor (pans)

.....

Calculating L L induction.
Inductor, counter
ELIF

ir LT Li $ L2e...L i,1.T L L
L1 L2

.2wf c

AO Calculations
Reading inductor

valuers

XC L

to ER. v2 Is
E i Ns r's
Pp Ps

Effie' 114-Fni4

AC Transformer (pans) Calculations Transformer. turns,
primary. secondary,
load, transformer
(efficiency. tiftifier

11 ,... -. --eo

Factors affecting capaci.
UM/

C

Capacaof (kinds) Cainulations
Reading capacitot

values
.

C., capacitance,
capacitor, Xc, phase,
RC time constant,
oppw. P. Pf

IT Y-lr-
CT a C1 + C2 + ...

140

Note: This figure does not contain all of the content In the BE and E coursa. It Is Intsndid to give
an Indication of the nature of the organization of this version of the WWII.

Figure 50. (Continued) An outline of the organization of the Navy's Basic Etectricity and Electronics course.
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BE and E

1

Moduli
Number

Part of theoretical
orientation structure
included

Part of conceptual ....-Coraptual
parallel ft31uI.
lath;

----------
supporting structures
included

Procedural supporting
structures included

Learning
prerequisite
suucturcs included

I I
tContinued

X -
Irate P

Phase and power
ritafionships

Note; This figure does not contain all of the content in the BE and E course. It is intended to give
an indication of the nature of the organization of this version of the course.

Figure 50. (Continued) An outline of the orgenization of the Navy's Basle Electricity and Electronic; course.
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SECTION 3

APPLICABILITY TO NAVY TRAINING

The applicability of the instructional model and

instructional desizn procedures to Navy training ris

excellent and highly important. The elaboration model of

instruction applies equally
f

ea well to training (i.e., the

teaching of performance skills and procedures) as to more

purely cognitive (academic) types of instruction. Most

.training types of instruction have a procedural orientation

'and con very profitably utilize is,,procedural epitome and

,-

subsequent Lovelsof
elaboration according to the model.

--

There are tw..t1o nfrequent situations in which the model would
N.

not apply. If the course i....s iery short, the notion of

epitome/elaboration would make little difference because the

content is small enough that sequencing and synthesizing

will not make much difference (as long as learning prerequi-

sites are considered). And if there is no structural fnter-

relatedness among the constructs being taught, such 33 8

course that entails memortzing morse code or signal flags,

then the notion of epitome/elaboration does not apply.

Yn addition to having broad applicability to Navy
.

training, the elaboration model is very Amportant for Navy

training. There are two reasons for this importance (they

are really different sides of the same coin): (1) the

144?



inadequacy of current hierarchical methods for structuring a

course and (2) _the particular strengths of the elaboration

model for structuring a course.

The major reason for the inadequacy of current hierar-

chical methods for structuring a course 53 that learning

hierarchies are only one aspect of the structure of subject

matter content. Therefore, at best it represents a very

incomplete basis upon which to make decisions about sequen-

cing that subject matter content. Also, of all the aspects

of the structure of subject, matter content, learning

hierarchies are the only one that is totally useless for

synthesizing the content.

'There are at least three particular strengths of the

elaboration model for structuring a course: t1) its

.eiThasis is on the analysis of the organization or structure

of the subject matter,. (2) the model was developed on the

basis of prescriptive Owinciples of instruction that place

top priority on increased effectiveness, efficiency, and

appeal of the instruction, and those principles are highly

consistent with recent theories of cognitkive psychology; and

(3) the increased efficiency ,and effectiveness of this

method for structuring a course should reduce training costs

in a criterion-referenced setting.

The elaboration model emphasizes the Elliall_of the

prganization or structure of the subject matter. This is an

important improveent in the theory of instructional design
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because it provides a clarity in the understanding .of

relationships Cwithin the subject matter) that grovide an

important basis for making decisions about good sequencing

and synthesizing strategies. Being able to make consis-

tently good decisions about sequencing and synthesizing

strategies makes possible a level of instructional

effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal that was previously

unattainable.

Seciond, the elaboration model'is based on prescriptive

principles'4of instruction that place top priority on

increased instructional effectivenss, efficiency, and

appeal. The emphasis is on what ought to happen and how to

maiu it happen, rather than on what tends to be in the

majority of cases. It is the difference between improving

the way people learn and merely describing the way people

learn. This difference is what distinguishes the science of

instruction from the science of learning. Yet, clearly, the

science of instruction is based to some extent in the

science of learning, improving the way people learn is

dependent to some extent on understanding the way people

learn. For these reasons, we would like to emphasize that

the elaboration model Is highly epnsistent with current

theories of cognitive psychology. It Is highly consistent

with Ausubel's theory of subsumption (Ausubel, 1963, 1988)
V.

and with the newer schemata theory (Anderson, 1978). 'On the

basis of these theories and on the baAs of our empirical
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experience, the laboration model should result in greater

effectiveness, long-tArw! retention, and transfer/

generalization to new situations because of greater

meaningfulness and cohesiveness of the instructional

content.

The third reason why the elaboration model is very

important for Navy training is that it should reduce

training time in a criterion-referenced setting and therebY

reduce Crainini costs. This savings is a benefit of the
F

model's higher instructional effectiveness and efficiency.

Finally, we leould like to point out that the elsbo-

ration model extends and comrements the Instructional

9112111.x.inlalsrx. Whereas the IQI focused on considera-

tions for instructional design on a single construct, the

elaboration model focuses on design Coniiderations related

to relationships among constructs. The two instruments form

a comprehensive approach to instructional design.
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SECTION 4

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

There '"are two major kinds of. further investigations

which we feel need to be done: (1) those which ,improve the

products.that we-have alresdy developed-in this project and

'(2). those'which extend 'lob:It-we have dine to new eiepliee-

tions. These two kinds_ Of investigations are discussed in

greater detail below,

ImmeamjaHOL&Airle
'We recommend two separate ac4vities for improving the

products that we have developed in this project: (1)

empirical research to test and improve the instructional

model and (2) a large-scale.development project to exten-

sively and rigorously field-teat the design procedures.

We propose that the type of empirical research needed

is not of the prevalent "controlled experiemnt" variety.

Rather we advocate the type nf empirical .research that,

studies whole models of instruction and determines what

components art needed Ao- -Comprise the best possible model

ror given instructional conditions (see Reigeluth, 1977).

,-
Thereforei this type of reaearch must be pet med under

realistic conditions,

Toward this end, we recolmend the performance/or two

types of experiments: a correlational study/and an

experimental study. The purpose of the ....lcoriDWWW...ituta
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is to determine the'relative value (i.e., relative contri-

butin to instructional effectiveness, efficiency, and

appeal) of each part of an extremely "rich" model (i.e a

model that Includes an unusually large number of strategy

components). This study results in a rank-ordering of the

strategy components that comprise the molel.

Then, on the basis of this rank-ordering the experi-

mental study can be dctsigned. Its purpose iS to test that

rank-ordering under an "alternative models" paradigm. This

paradigm requires that each strategy component be tested in

combination with %pray those r' ategy components which are

more valuable than itself, rather than being tested in

combination with all other strategy componen.ts. To accom-

plish this, the fp.st treatment is formed by Implementing

Lhe most valuable strategy component (or the two most

valuable components, etc.) 83 determined by :he correla-

tional study. The second treatment is formed by adding to

it (them) the next most valuable strategy component, and so

on until about ten treatments are formed. The least

valuable strategy domponents in the correlational study will

probably be left out of this eAperiment. This experiment

will either confirm the rank-ordering of strategy com-

ponents, or it will lead tc a new rank-ordering, which in

turn may need to be confirmed by another similar experi-

mental study.
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The result of these two types of studies will be an

Improved model of instruction. Sam: :tr!ategy components

.
will probably be eliminated from the model for lack of

contribution to effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal; and

other components may be added.

We also propose that a large-scale development project

is needed to improve the instructio...al design procedures.

Our field test on electronics %elped greatly to improve the

design procedures developed Tn this project, but it was only

a partial field test because it was beyond the scope of our

funding to develop more than a "blueprint" of the most

important constructs in electronics. An entire large-scale

development project would undoubtedly lead to considerable

improvement in the instructional design procedures that we

have develored in this project. Although the development

project would cost more than the standard development

currently done by Courseware, Incorporated, that extra cost

would in reality be a relatively in'expensive research

project, and we are confident that the instrnction resulting

from the project would be superior to that currently pro-

duced by Courseware, Incorporated, in spite of the experi-

mental nature of the development project.

Ptenclatiiin$411,2=

Wa recommend extending what we have developed in this

project to new applications (i.e., applications other than

design). The most valuable extension for the Navy would

1 bu
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probably be the development of a diagnostic/evaluative

Instrument (similar to the Instructional Quality Inventory)

for analyzing and improving existing Ns instruction. Such

an instrument would complement rather than replace the

Instructional Quality Inventory because it would extend the

analysis of instructional quality to structural strategies,

which are currently totally ignored by the IQI. It is

lfl'ely that the structural aspects of instructional quality

will have at least as great an impact on improving the

effectiveness and efficiency of instruction is have the

IQI's presentation aspects of instructional quality.
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